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Abstract 
 
Natalie J. Thompson 
 
Gaining Insight into Electron Capture Dissociation Mass Spectrometry  
of Peptides and Proteins 
(Under the direction of Gary L. Glish) 
 
 The study of protein structure is crucial to the understanding of protein function as the 
two are inter-dependent.  Protein structure analysis is especially important as misfolded 
proteins often result in fatal diseases.  Gas-phase protein structure analysis provides a way to 
study the forces the effects of solvent and involved in the determination of protein structure. 
Mass spectrometry (MS) is a rapid and sensitive technique that can be used for the analysis 
of gas-phase protein structure.   
 Electron capture dissociation (ECD) tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) has been 
used in the analysis of primary, secondary, and tertiary gas-phase protein structure.  
ECD-MS/MS has proved to be exceptionally applicable in the study of protein structure due 
to the ability to cleave protein backbone bonds with the retention of noncovalent interactions 
and small-molecule post-translational modifications.  The work described in this dissertation 
expands the use ECD and other electron capture techniques for protein structure analysis.   
All of the experiments were performed using a unique and versatile hybrid linear ion 
trap / time-of-flight (LIT/TOF) mass spectrometer capable of multiple ion activation 
techniques, such as collision induced dissociation (CID), infrared multiphoton dissociation 
(IRMPD), ECD, hot ECD (HECD), and activated-ion ECD (AI-ECD).  IR activation in 
conjunction with ECD (AI-ECD) to disrupt noncovalent interactions was used to enhance 
 iii
primary structure analysis and monitor changes in tertiary structure via gas-phase protein 
unfolding.  The structure of the z•-type product ions was probed using ion-molecule reactions, 
and the formation different structures was found to depend on the electron capture technique 
used to dissociate the parent ion. 
 The work described in this dissertation demonstrates the use of AI-ECD for analysis 
of gas-phase protein structure.  Also, the first analysis of z•-ion structure from various 
electron capture techniques is presented.  This work highlights the versatility and utility of 
the LIT-TOF for ECD-MS/MS as an alternative to the commercial Fourier transform ion 
cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometers. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to Protein Analysis by Mass Spectrometry 
1.1 Protein structure 
 The study of protein structure is essential because the three-dimensional structure 
determines the function of the protein in the cell.  The sequence of amino acids, as 
determined by the cell genome, is unique for each protein and thus results in a unique 
structure for each protein.  Out of the multitude of structures possible due to protein 
backbone flexibility, a single active conformation is formed, called the native state.  The 
native state of a protein is generally a compact, energetically favorable structure that is 
formed largely due to collapse of hydrophobic residues to the core of the protein.   
 Folding of the native state conformation is crucial to the protein function in the cell.  
Misfolding of the protein structure has been shown to lead to many kinds of diseases [2, 3].  
For example, cystic fibrosis results from the misfolding of a transport protein as a result of a 
genetic mutation [2, 4].  Another example of the importance of protein structure is the 
formation of amyloid fibrils in diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Creutzfeldt-Jakob diseases 
[5].  In these diseases, normally soluble proteins undergo a structural change that forms 
amyloid plaques and fibrils in the brain.  These fibrils are extremely stable structures that are 
toxic to the cells [2].  These examples highlight the influence of protein structure on function 
and provide motivation for the study of protein structure and the forces that influence it. 
 
 
2 
1.1.1 Hierarchy of protein structure 
 Protein structure is classified into a hierarchy with four tiers.  The primary structure 
refers to the sequence of amino acids that comprise the protein.  The individual residues are 
bound together via condensation to form an amide bond called the peptide bond.  The protein 
backbone is a polymer composed of three types of covalent bonds: the N-Cα amine, Cα-C(O), 
and C(O)-N amide bonds (Figure 1.1). The flexibility of the protein backbone allows for 
many conformations to be adopted.   
 
 The three-dimensional organization of amino acids close in sequence is classified as 
the secondary structure.  Secondary structure can be divided into three categories: alpha-helix, 
beta-sheet, and random coil.  The alpha-helix and beta-sheet are rigid structures compared to 
the random coil constrained by hydrogen bonding between the carbonyl oxygen and the 
amide hydrogen on the protein backbone.  The alpha-helix is a cylindrical structure with the 
amino acid side-chains radiating out from the cylinder.  The alpha-helix is stabilized by 
hydrogen bonds between the carbonyl oxygen of one amino acid with the amide hydrogen of 
the amino acid four residues away in sequence.  The hydrogen bonding in an alpha-helix is 
aligned parallel to the central axis of the helix.  Beta-sheets are comprised of multiple 
beta-strands that align in either a parallel, anti-parallel, or mixed orientation.  Beta-strands 
are short, elongated sections of the protein backbone with the side-chains perpendicular to 
Figure 1.1 General schematic of protein backbone covalent bonds.  There are three types of 
bonds: the N-Cα amine bond, the Cα-C(O) bond, and the C(O)-N amide (peptide) bond. 
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the backbone.  Hydrogen bonding between carbonyl oxygen on one strand and amide 
hydrogen on the other stabilize the beta-sheet.  The directionality of the strands with respect 
to each other is classified as parallel (same backbone directionality) or anti-parallel (opposite 
backbone directionality).  The arrangement of beta-strands creates a flexible pleated sheet 
with the hydrogen bonding parallel to the surface.  Random coils consist of unstructured 
regions that give the protein structure much of its flexibility. 
 Tertiary structure describes the three-dimensional conformation of the protein.  The 
interaction of secondary structure elements creates domains that can be classified by structure, 
e.g., a proline-rich domain, or by function, e.g., the binding domain of an enzyme.  Tertiary 
structure is characterized by the interactions of amino acid residues that are distant in 
sequence.  The forces involved in the determination of tertiary structure include hydrophobic 
interactions, disulfide linkages, hydrogen bonding, and electrostatic interactions between 
charge sites.  The driving force for protein folding in solution is dominated by the 
hydrophobic interactions.  The interaction between hydrophobic amino acid residues and a 
polar solvent, most often water, is entropically unfavorable.  Therefore, most protein tertiary 
structure has a hydrophobic core that has very little interaction with the solvent.  The surface 
is often comprised of charged groups that can be solvated by the polar environment.   
Disulfide linkages occur between the thiol groups of cysteine amino acid residues and are 
used to provide rigidity to the protein tertiary structure.  While less influential on tertiary 
structure than hydrophobic interactions and disulfide bonds, hydrogen bonding and 
electrostatic interactions are also used to stabilize the tertiary structure in solution. 
 Finally, quaternary structure defines the interactions between multiple proteins in a 
macromolecular complex.  As the study of protein structure continues, quaternary structure is 
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becoming more important because few proteins act as individuals.  Instead, most proteins 
form multi-subunit complexes that perform complicated cell functions, such as the 
transcription of DNA to messenger RNA (mRNA).  Quaternary structure uses hydrogen 
bonding and electrostatic interactions between subunits to aggregate and interact.  It has been 
suggested that quaternary structure increases the stability of the involved proteins from 
destructive forces such as thermal denaturation [6].  Secondary, tertiary, and quaternary 
structures comprise the higher-order structure of a protein, as shown in Figure 1.2. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Cartoon representation of hemoglobin (PDB 1GZX) [1].  
Hemoglobin contains four subunits (two α and two β) which are held 
together by the quaternary structure (interaction of green, cyan, blue, and 
purple).  Each type of subunit has unique tertiary structure (green, cyan, blue, 
or purple) comprised mostly of alpha-helical secondary structure (yellow). 
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1.1.2 Gas-phase protein structure 
 Due to the difference in environment, gas-phase protein structure is often drastically 
different than solution-phase structure.  In solution, the presence of a polar solvent results in 
efficient charge solvation and the collapse of hydrophobic regions.  The hydrophobic 
collapse is not due to the van der Waals forces between the hydrophobic groups themselves 
but result from an entropic increase with the decreased interaction between hydrophobic 
groups and the polar solvent.  The stability provided by charge solvation and hydrophobic 
interactions are absent in the gas-phase structure. 
 Due to the lack of solvent, vacuum can be considered a hydrophobic environment.  It 
has been suggested that highly hydrophobic peptides, such as in melittin, have near-native 
conformations in the gas phase [7].  Due to the lack of charge solvation by polar solvent 
molecules, the importance of electrostatic interactions increases in the gas phase [8, 9].  The 
charge sites must now be stabilized within the molecule, as evident by the collapse of the 
charged side-chains upon desolvation [9, 10].  As a result of the increase in the force between 
electrostatic interactions in the gas phase, the distribution of charge sites along the protein 
backbone has great influence on the overall protein conformation.  Coulombic repulsion 
between like charge sites is known to disrupt secondary structure and force elongation of the 
backbone to an extended gas-phase structure [11-13].  It has also been shown that due to the 
lack of strong stabilizing forces, such as hydrophobic interactions in solution, multiple 
protein conformations are observed in the gas phase [9, 11]. 
1.2 Mass spectrometry for protein analysis 
 There are a number of solution-phase methods for the structural analysis of proteins, 
such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and Edman degradation.  Mass 
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spectrometry is a relatively recent but crucial addition to the protein scientist’s tool box.  
Mass spectrometry provides high sensitivity, fast analysis times, and low limits of detection 
[14-16] and is especially appropriate for the analysis of proteins because of the capability to 
study large proteins and macromolecular complexes [6].  While mass spectrometry is not 
suited to study protein solution-phase structure because analysis is performed in the gas 
phase, the comparison between gas-phase and solution-phase structure can provide insight 
into the influence of water on structure [7]. 
1.2.1 Transfer of proteins to the gas phase 
 Mass spectrometric had limited utility in the analysis of proteins prior to the 
development of ionization techniques such as electrospray ionization (ESI) [17] and 
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) [18].  ESI is referred to as a “soft” 
ionization technique in which analytes are transferred to the gas phase and ionized with little 
fragmentation.  ESI was designed to sample molecules directly from solution making it 
amenable to common separation techniques such as liquid chromatography and capillary 
electrophoresis. 
 The transfer of large, nonvolatile molecules, like proteins, to the gas phase by ESI has 
been well studied [6, 10, 15, 19].  In ESI, a large potential on the order of two to four 
kilovolts is applied between a capillary containing the solution to be analyzed and the 
entrance to the mass spectrometer.  The accumulation of charge at the surface of the solution 
due to the strong electric field produces a mist of small charged droplets.  These droplets 
undergo evaporation through collisions with neutral gas molecules until the Rayleigh limit is 
reached.  The Rayleigh limit occurs when the Coulombic repulsion in the charge is greater 
than the surface tension, and the droplet explodes into smaller droplets.  The production of 
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bare gas-phase ions from these small droplets has been described by two models.  In the ion 
evaporation model, small droplets release bare ions prior to removal of all the solvent by 
evaporation [20].  Small ions, such as salts, are generally formed by the ion evaporation 
model.  Larger ions are proposed to form through the charge residue model [6, 20].  Solvent 
evaporation and droplet fission occur until a few solvent molecules remain.  These last 
molecules evaporate leaving the excess charge from the droplet on the bare ion.  The transfer 
of proteins and other large biomolecules to the gas phase is purported to occur by the charge 
residue model [6, 21].   
The ability of ESI to transfer large noncovalent complexes to the gas phase [19] led to 
questions about the preservation of solution-phase structure in the gas phase.  A model for 
the evolution of protein gas-phase structure from the final steps of ESI has recently been 
presented [10].  A study has shown that the last solvent molecules cluster around the charge 
sites thus transiently preserving solution-phase structure [22].  After the solvent molecules 
are fully evaporated, the charged side-chains collapse within approximately 10 ps, briefly 
stabilizing the solution-phase structure [10].  The change in environment results in the loss of 
hydrophobic interactions which results in the unfolding of the protein structure within 
milliseconds after side-chain collapse.  Protein unfolding in the gas-phase is due to a reverse 
in the thermodynamic stability of the structure due to the removal of water [10].  Afterwards, 
the protein refolds into a stable gas-phase structure which is then studied using mass 
spectrometry.   
ESI is especially useful for the analysis of proteins due to the formation of multiply 
charged ions.  The addition of multiple charges reduces the mass-to-charge ratio of the 
protein into a range that is observable by common mass analyzers, such as the linear ion trap.  
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In the gas-phase structure, the basic sites are often protonated due to the increased proton 
affinity over other amino acid residues.  Therefore, the maximum charge state observed for a 
protein ion is typically equal to the number of basic sites [21].  The charge state distribution 
of the protein ions are influenced by the solution-phase structure.  More unfolded 
solution-phase structures results in higher charge state ions in the gas phase [20].  The 
correlation between protein solution-phase structure and the number of charges in the gas 
phase is attributed to the solvent accessibility of the basic residues during desolvation [6].   
1.2.2 Tandem mass spectrometry in protein analysis 
 ESI-MS allows the analysis of large nonvolatile proteins but typically only provides 
the molecular mass of the protein.  As the mass of a sample increases, the number of 
combinations of atoms that sum up to the total mass also increases thus making detailed 
analysis difficult.  Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) provides a way to study the 
connectivity of the atoms in proteins.   
 In a MS/MS experiment, an ion is isolated by the mass-to-charge ratio.  The isolated 
ion, called the parent ion (Mpn+), is activated to induce dissociation of the covalent bonds.  
The ions formed from the dissociation are called product ions (P1m+, P2(n-m)+) (Equation 1.1).   
+−++ +→ )(21 mnmn PPM p  
If the parent ion is singly charged, there will be one product ion and one neutral product.  
Multiple charging in the parent ion, as observed in ESI of proteins, results in the possibility 
of two charged product ions as a result of the distribution of charges in the parent ion. 
 Tandem mass spectrometry of proteins provides a wide variety of product ions.  A 
common nomenclature was developed to describe the dissociation of the backbone in a 
generic manner without the reliance on adjacent amino acid side-chains [23] (Figure 1.3) 
Equation 1.1 
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With this nomenclature, the nature of the product ion, including the size and which type of 
backbone bond was broken, is defined.  Product ions are divided into three families 
dependent on the type of backbone bond that is broken.  For a peptide with k residues 
cleavage of the Cα-C after the n-th residue leads to the formation of an- and xk-n-ions; 
cleavage of the peptide bond (C(O)-N) results in the formation of bn- and yk-n- ions; and 
cleavage of the N-Cα aminebond forms cn- and zk-n-ions.  The a-, b-, and c-type ions are 
formed if charge is retained on the N-terminal product while the x-, y-, and z-ions are formed 
if charge remains on the C-terminal product.  For multiply charged proteins, both N- and C-
-terminal product ions are formed if that product ion contains a basic residue that can be 
charged.  Finally, the subscript number indicates the number of residues in the product ion.   
Many MS/MS methods have been developed to study proteins, and each method is 
typically distinguished by the method of parent ion activation and the types of product ions 
Figure 1.3 Generalized protein backbone showing protein product ion dissociation nomenclature.  
Product ions are classified by terminus, type of backbone bond broken, and number of residues in 
the product ion.  The arrows represent the location of the charge after backbone dissociation.
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formed.  Multiple methods of tandem mass spectrometry are included in this dissertation and 
are described below. 
1.2.2.1 Collision induced dissociation 
 Collision induced dissociation (CID) is used to describe the use of multiple 
low-energy collisions to increase ion internal energy which causes unimolecular dissociation.  
For CID in an ion trap, the ion is typically trapped in a high pressure environment (10-3 mbar).  
Activation is imparted through the acceleration of the ion using a resonant rf voltage specific 
to the mass-to-charge ratio of the parent ion.  Ion acceleration results in increasingly 
energetic collisions between ions and bath gas molecules, and in these inelastic collisions, a 
fraction of the ion kinetic energy is converted to ion internal energy [24].  The increase in ion 
internal energy is then statistically redistributed throughout the vibrational modes of the 
parent ion [14] and results in a distribution of energies that resembles a Boltzmann 
distribution at elevated temperatures [24, 25].  Because CID uses multiple activation steps for 
ion dissociation, it is referred to as a “slow-heating” technique [24].   
 The increase in ion internal energy and subsequent redistribution of this energy leads 
to the dissociation of the weakest bonds [14].  In a protein, the weakest bonds are the 
noncovalent interactions followed by those that bind labile groups such as small-molecule 
post-translational modifications like phosphorylation.  Therefore, the weak bonds are 
disrupted prior to backbone dissociation, resulting in a loss of higher-order structural 
information [26].  After noncovalent interactions and the bonds that hold labile groups, the 
weakest bonds in a protein are those between the protonated amide nitrogen and the carbonyl 
group, called the peptide bond.  In solution structure, the peptide bond is stronger than other 
backbone bonds due to the resonance between the carbonyl group and the electron dense 
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nitrogen [27].  However, in the gas phase, the peptide bond is weakened by the presence of a 
proton hydrogen-bonded to the amide nitrogen thereby making the peptide bond the site for 
dissociation in CID [28].  As a result, b- and y-type product ions are typically observed in 
CID MS/MS spectra of protein ions.  
1.2.2.2 Infrared multiphoton dissociation 
 Infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) utilizes the absorption of multiple IR 
photons to increase the internal energy of the parent ion [14].  For IRMPD, photons are 
typically provided a by continuous-wave CO2 laser at a wavelength of 10.6 µm.  The IR 
photons are absorbed by resonant bonds, such as the bonds along the protein backbone, 
which makes IRMPD a universal technique for the study of proteins and peptides.  The 
absorption of a single photon does not impart enough energy to induce dissociation.  The 
energy of the absorbed photon is redistributed over the vibrational modes of the protein ion 
[14, 25].  The absorption of multiple IR photons increases the ion internal energy above the 
dissociation threshold resulting in unimolecular dissociation, as in CID [24].  IRMPD also 
yields the formation of b- and y-type product ions as a result of peptide bond dissociation.  
Thus, IRMPD, like CID, is a “slow-heating” technique.   
1.2.2.3 Electron capture dissociation 
 Electron capture dissociation (ECD) is a complementary alternative to CID and 
IRMPD as it provides a mechanism for protein backbone dissociation that does not rely on 
the increase of ion internal energy to dissociate the protein backbone.  ECD results from the 
interaction of low energy electrons (< 1eV) with multiply charged cations (Equation 1.2) 
[ ] [ ]( ) ionsproduct  1eV 1 →+→++ •+−<−+ nn nHMenHM  Equation 1.2 
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The multiply charged parent ion captures a low energy electron forming the charge-reduced 
species ([M+nH](n-1)+•) for which the mass remains the same, but the number of charges is 
decreased.  Recombination energy is released upon the capture of the electron, and the 
amount of energy released depends on the proton affinity and hydrogen atom affinity of the 
charge-reduced species [29].  The recombination energy is redistributed through the ion with 
only a minor increase in overall ion internal energy.  The charge-reduced species undergoes 
radical-driven backbone dissociation resulting in cleavage of disulfide bonds and N-Cα bonds.  
Radical-driven dissociation of the N-Cα bond results in the formation of c′- and z•-ions 
(Scheme 1), and, through a minor dissociation pathway, cleavage of the Cα-C(O) bond results 
in the formation of a•- and y′-ions (Scheme 2) [30].  The prime notation indicates the 
presence of the neutralized proton on that product ion. 
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 The mechanism of ECD is currently under debate, particularly the location of the 
electron following capture by the multiply charged cation.  It was initially proposed that 
electron capture occurred at a charge site and formed a radical hydrogen atom in the hot 
hydrogen model [31].  In this model, the hydrogen atom is released from the charge site and 
can be captured by locations of high hydrogen affinity, such as a disulfide bond or backbone 
carbonyl group [30, 32].  The capture of the hydrogen atom then initiated dissociation 
forming the product ions typical to ECD.  The release and re-capture of the hydrogen radical 
was disputed when preferential disulfide bond cleavage was observed in a peptide dimer with 
charge sites distant from the disulfide linkage [33].  It was unlikely that a hydrogen atom 
released from the terminal charge site would travel across an alpha-helix to the disulfide 
bond, so it was concluded that mobile hydrogen atoms did not initiate backbone cleavage in 
ECD.   
More recently, another model for ECD, the Coulomb stabilization postulate, has been 
proposed [33, 34].  The Coulomb stabilization postulate combines the electron capture 
process of the hot hydrogen model with the experimental results of disulfide and N-Cα bond 
cleavage.  This postulate proposes that electron capture initially occurs in a high-n Rydberg 
orbital of a charge site, but electron transfer to the backbone dissociation site occurs before 
electron capture is complete [33].  The final location for the radical is proposed to be the S-S 
σ* or OCN π* orbital to initiate covalent bond dissociation observed in experiments [33, 34].  
Calculations have shown that transfer from an excited Rydberg state to the S-S σ* or OCN 
π* orbital is an endothermic process and therefore impossible for low energy electrons to 
accomplish.  However, Coulomb stabilization of the S-S σ* and OCN π* through interactions 
with nearby positively charged groups lowers the energy of these orbitals making electron 
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transfer energetically favorable [33, 34].  In summary, the Coulomb stabilization postulate 
proposes electron capture initially occurs at charge sites followed by electron transfer to the 
S-S σ* or OCN π* orbital where the electron initiates dissociation to the experimentally 
observed ECD product ions. 
 While the mechanism of ECD is not resolved, the experimental results show that 
ECD yields extensive backbone dissociation to form predominantly c′- and z•-ions [35].  
Backbone dissociation in ECD shows no cleavage preference based on neighboring amino 
acid except for the limitation of cleavage on the N-terminal side of proline.  Single covalent 
bond dissociation of the cyclic amino acid proline leaves one bond intact preventing 
separation of the product ions.  ECD initiates backbone dissociation without the disruption of 
more labile groups, such as small-molecule post-translational modifications or noncovalent 
interactions [29].  As a result of the retention of noncovalent interactions, ECD can be used 
to study higher-order protein structure, which is impossible with CID and IRMPD [26].   
To implement ECD, the parent ion must be multiply charged because the electron 
capture by a singly charged cation results in neutralization.  The requirement of multiply 
charged parent ions makes the pairing of ECD with ESI practical.  An advantage of using 
multiply charged parent ions is that the electron capture cross-section of an ion is 
proportional to the square of the charge [31, 36].  Therefore, higher charge ions have 
increased probability of electron capture to initiate backbone dissociation.  Also, increased 
charge on a protein increases the formation of product ions.  Product ion separation after 
backbone dissociation occurs through Coulombic repulsion between the positively charged 
N- and C-terminal products.  The higher charge on each product ion ensures separation and 
detection [37].   
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 Electron transfer dissociation (ETD), though not used in this work, is similar to ECD.  
Instead of the capture of a free electron as in ECD, an electron is donated to the multiply 
charged cation by a reagent anion with low electron affinity in the gas phase [38] (Equation 
1.3). 
[ ] [ ]( ) ionsproduct  1 →++→++ •+−•−+ AnHMAnHM nn  
The recombination energy released during electron transfer is proposed to be less than what 
is released in ECD due to the electron affinity of the anion [33, 39, 40].  Similar dissociation 
patterns are observed for ETD MS/MS spectra with primary product ions arising from the 
dissociation of the N-Cα bond [38]. 
1.2.2.4 Hot electron capture dissociation 
 In the initial studies characterizing ECD, it was noticed that there was a second 
maximum in electron capture cross-section at electron energies around 10 eV [30, 41, 42].  In 
this hot electron capture dissociation (HECD), interactions between higher energy electrons 
(3-13 eV) and multiply charged cations produced similar product ions as observed in ECD 
[25, 42] (Equation 1.4).   
[ ] [ ]( ) ionsproduct  1*eV 13-3 →+→++ •+−−+ nn nHMenHM  
In addition to the formation of c′- and z•-ions from N-Cα bond cleavage, Cα-C bond cleavage 
led to increased formation of a•- and y′-ions along with the appearance of side-chain losses 
[41].  Secondary fragmentation was explained by increased parent ion internal energy.  The 
transfer of electron kinetic energy to ion internal energy results in parent ion excitation prior 
to electron capture [41].  The excess internal energy is partitioned to the product ion upon 
backbone dissociation [43].  The increase in ion internal energy results in a higher percentage 
Equation 1.3 
Equation 1.4 
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of ions dissociating by the minor channel to form a•- and y′-type product ions [29].  As seen 
in Scheme 2, the neutralized hydrogen is located on the backbone amide nitrogen to induce 
dissociation of the Cα-C(O) bond.  To form this charge-reduced structure, the protonation site 
must be solvated by the backbone amide nitrogen.  Charge solvation by the amide nitrogen is 
observed for CID and IRMPD in which the parent ion internal energy is increased prior to 
backbone dissociation.  The increased ion internal energy can also result in radical migration 
within the z•-ions to induce the loss of side-chain moieties [41].  Secondary fragmentation in 
HECD differentiates leucine and isoleucine through characteristic side-chain losses, which is 
impossible in ECD [41].  HECD uses high kinetic energy electrons to increase the parent ion 
internal energy prior to dissociation yielding more extensive backbone dissociation than ECD. 
1.2.2.5 Activated-ion electron capture dissociation 
 As mentioned previously, ECD results in the cleavage of backbone covalent bonds 
without disruption of noncovalent interactions.  The retention of noncovalent interactions is 
useful for the study of higher-order structure but detrimental for the determination of the 
protein sequence.  Intact noncovalent interactions can prevent the separation of product ions 
and thus decrease the sequence coverage for highly structured proteins [44].  The 
incorporation of vibrational excitation with ECD was found to increase the appearance of 
product ions for these large proteins via disruption of noncovalent interactions [45].  This 
technique, termed activated-ion ECD (AI-ECD), was initially applied to proteins with masses 
greater than 42 kDa [45] but found application for compact highly structured proteins as well 
[46].  AI-ECD techniques have incorporated collisional, IR, and thermal activation to induce 
unfolding of the gas-phase structure [44].   
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1.2.3 MS analysis of protein structure 
1.2.3.1 Protein sequencing 
 Protein sequencing using mass spectrometry often incorporates enzymatic digestion 
prior to mass analysis to improve sequence coverage and identification.  Commonly, the 
enzyme trypsin is used to cleave the protein as it cleaves on the C-terminal side of the basic 
residues arginine and lysine.  Peptides cleaved by trypsin typically form di-cations in the gas 
phase due to protonation of the C-terminal basic residue and the N-terminus.  The peptides 
produced from protein digestion are analyzed by mass spectrometry to determine accurate 
molecular masses or dissociated using MS/MS, with the most common technique being CID 
[14, 47].  Charges located at both termini ensure detection of complementary product ions 
when using CID for protein sequencing.  CID is often used in ion traps which requires the 
application of a single frequency rf voltage to induce dissociation of an ion with a particular 
mass-to-charge ratio.  Because of the commonality of CID, most sequencing programs were 
designed for the interpretation of CID MS/MS spectra. 
 ECD is a newer technique and therefore not as widespread as CID in protein sequence 
analysis.  ECD cannot be performed in most instruments due to the difficulty producing and 
controlling low kinetic energy electrons which has contributed to the limited application for 
protein sequence analysis.  ECD has been shown to provide much more extensive sequence 
coverage than CID increasing the probability of identification [29].  The extent of unbiased 
(except N-terminal of proline) backbone cleavage makes ECD advantageous for the analysis 
of peptides and proteins.  Another advantage of ECD over CID is the retention of 
small-molecule post-translational modifications after backbone dissociation.  However, ECD 
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is limited in the analysis of intact proteins due to the retention of noncovalent interactions 
which can prevent the separation of product ions [45]. 
1.2.3.2 Determination of local structure 
 Tandem mass spectrometry can also be used in the determination of protein 
secondary structure in a protein.  MS/MS is often combined with solution-phase 
hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) and liquid chromatography.  In solution-phase HDX, a 
protein is dissolved in a solution containing a deuterated solvent, most often D2O.  
Exchangeable hydrogens are divided into two categories based on exchange rate.  Hydrogens 
located on the side-chains exchange rapidly and are not detected by solution-phase HDX due 
to equally rapid back-exchange.  Amide hydrogens located on the backbone exchange more 
slowly and are detected with solution-phase HDX [48].  The use of amide hydrogens is 
advantageous as each amino acid except proline has an associated amide hydrogen thus 
creating the possibility for single-residue resolution.  Comparison of amide hydrogen 
exchange rates is indicative of the environment.  Amide hydrogens that are protected by 
hydrogen bonding, as in secondary structures, have decreased exchange rates from those 
amide hydrogens that are not involved in hydrogen bonding networks [48].  For the analysis 
of secondary structure, the protein must be digested into smaller peptides for detailed 
localization of hydrogen-deuterium exchange.  Digestion of the deuterated protein with 
pepsin forms peptides with minimal scrambling of hydrogen and deuterium sites.  These 
peptides can be separated by liquid chromatography and mass analyzed to determine 
deuterium uptake, but single-residue resolution is rare due to the size of the peptides formed 
during digestion with pepsin [37]. 
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 Single-residue resolution can be attained with the combination of tandem mass 
spectrometry with solution-phase HDX.  Careful choice of the dissociation method is 
necessary to limit scrambling between hydrogen and deuterium sites.  It has been shown that 
CID of deuterated peptides results in high H/D scrambling thereby eliminating the 
information of original deuterated sites [37].  H/D scrambling during CID stems from the 
increases in vibrational energy prior to backbone dissociation increasing hydrogen migration.  
ECD MS/MS has been combined with solution-phase HDX, and the combination of these 
techniques results in minimal scrambling of deuterated sites [37, 49].  The observed 
scrambling with ECD was attributed to increases in ion energy during the desolvation and 
parent ion isolation processes and the possibility for exchange between product ions before 
separation [37].  Currently, HDX cannot differentiate between secondary structural elements, 
but single-residue resolution reveals the location of secondary structure. 
1.2.3.3 Protein conformation analysis 
 Mass spectrometry has provided new methods to study protein tertiary structure.  
Various techniques, including ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) and solution- and gas-phase 
HDX, have been used to study conformational changes.  IMS makes use of frictional forces 
from collisions between ions and neutral gas molecules to separate ions based on the 
shape-to-charge ratio and to calculate a cross-section based on the drift time of the ion [50].  
It has been shown by IMS that proteins adopt multiple conformations for a given charge state 
in the gas phase [11, 51].  Solution-phase HDX has been used to monitor protein unfolding 
using the changes in deuterium uptake at various time points followed by mass spectrometry 
of peptides from enzymatic digestion to determine which regions are changing conformation 
[48].  Also, the amount of deuterium incorporated into a protein is indicative of overall 
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structure with denatured proteins exchanging higher numbers of amide hydrogens for 
deuteriums.  Gas-phase HDX exchanges side-chain hydrogens for deuterium due to more a 
basic deuterium source (ND3) and shorter reaction times.  The study of ubiquitin by 
gas-phase HDX revealed a positive correlation between ion charge state and extent of 
deuterium incorporation [52].  The increase in the number of deuterium atoms indicates a 
more unfolded structure as the charge state of the ion increases, a trend that has also been 
shown in IMS [11, 53]. 
 ECD has also been used to probe tertiary structure of gas-phase proteins.  Because 
ECD results in the cleavage of the peptide backbone without the disruption of noncovalent 
interactions, the gas-phase higher-order structure is not disturbed by backbone dissociation.  
The extensive nature of backbone cleavage from ECD often results in formation of product 
ions between each residue (except N-terminal of proline), and the absence of product ions 
would indicate structural protection.  It has been shown that ECD can reveal protein 
unfolding resulting from increased protein ion charge state [54].  Various charge state ions of 
the helical bundle protein KIX were dissociated using ECD [55].  It was noticed that as the 
charge state was increased, the extent and abundance of product ions increased in three 
different regions.  It was concluded that the product ion distribution from ECD revealed the 
unraveling of the three helices that comprise the KIX protein. 
1.2.3.4 MS of macromolecular complexes 
 The analysis of quaternary protein structure was the domain of solution-phase 
techniques before the development of ESI.  ESI provides a method for the transfer of intact 
noncovalent complexes to the gas phase for analysis by mass spectrometry.  To maintain 
intact gas-phase complex, ESI is typically performed using aqueous ammonium acetate 
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buffer at physiological pH [6, 19].  Accurate molecular mass measurements can be used to 
determine stoichiometric ratios of the individual proteins in the complex.  CID can be used to 
confirm the stoichiometry of a complex through the dissociation of the complex into the 
individual proteins [6, 19]. 
 ECD has not yet been applied to the study of quaternary protein structure, but ETD 
has been used in the analysis of immunoglobulin G (IgG) [56].  It was found that ETD of the 
intact IgG ion resulted in multiple electron transfer events without observed c′- and z•-ions.  
The lack in the formation of the c′- and z•-type product ions was due to the abundance of 
disulfide linkages in IgG which are preferential dissociation sites in ETD and ECD [56].  
Reduction of the disulfide bonds followed by ETD resulted in extensive backbone cleavage 
and product ion formation but limited quaternary structure information. 
1.3 Summary 
 In this chapter, protein structure and the techniques to study protein structure were 
introduced.  Mass spectrometry is a powerful technique with many variations to study each 
level of protein structure.  Protein sequencing is aided by a dissociation technique that is 
rapid and provides extensive cleavage of the backbone, as observed with ECD.  ECD is also 
aptly suited for the study of higher-order protein structure by tandem mass spectrometry 
because of extensive backbone cleavage and the retention of the noncovalent interactions that 
define protein structure.  The work presented in this dissertation highlights the uses of ECD 
and improvements using IR activation in the analysis of proteins and peptides. 
Chapter 2 describes the implementation of ECD in a linear ion trap (LIT) compared to 
the traditional use in a FTICR mass spectrometer.  The modifications added to a hybrid LIT 
mass spectrometer to incorporate multiple modes of ion activation are described. 
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Chapter 3 highlights the benefits of the incorporation of IR activation with ECD in 
the sequencing of peptides and proteins, using melittin and ubiquitin as examples.  The 
addition of IR activation sequentially to and simultaneously with ECD increases of the 
formation of c′- and z•-ions thereby increasing the sequence coverage.  The data show that 
simultaneous application of IR activation with ECD yields the greatest increase in sequence 
coverage.  The implications of a collinear photon and electron beam are evaluated and 
discussed. 
Chapter 4 explains the observations of increased product ion formation during 
AI-ECD through IR-induced structural unfolding.  The data show that IR activation increases 
the prevalence of C-terminal product ions indicating unfolding of the C-terminus of ubiquitin 
ions.  Also, the product ion distribution from simultaneous AI-ECD is used to determine 
protonation sites in multiple charge state ions of ubiquitin.  The data show that analysis of the 
same product ion distribution can also be used to predict the sites of electron capture. 
Chapter 5 describes the use of the ion-molecule reaction between radical cations and 
molecular oxygen to probe radical reactivity.  The z•-type product ions from ECD, AI-ECD, 
and HECD are studied and shown to have different reactivities.  The data conclude that 
product ion internal energy influences the reactivity of the z•-ion, and it is hypothesized that 
increased internal energy results in radical migration away from the N-terminal alpha-carbon 
to more stable, and therefore less reactive, location along the peptide backbone. 
The results from the application of AI-ECD to the study of protein structure are 
summarized in Chapter 6.  The methods used are analyzed and critiqued, and future 
experiments to confirm the results presented in this dissertation are proposed. 
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Chapter 2 
Instrumentation and Experimental Design  
for Activated-Ion Electron Capture Dissociation Mass Spectrometry  
2.1 Instruments for electron capture dissociation mass spectrometry 
 Electron capture dissociation (ECD) mass spectrometry was developed using Fourier 
transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometers [1].  To date, most electron 
capture experiments are performed in these instruments [2].  As an alternative to a FTICR, 
linear ion traps (LIT) have been modified to perform ECD [3].  The research presented in this 
dissertation utilizes ECD in a hybrid linear ion trap / time-of-flight (LIT-TOF) instrument.   
There are several differences between a FTICR and a LIT mass spectrometer to 
consider when comparing the use of ECD in each instrument.  The first difference to consider 
between these two instruments is the trapping, manipulation, and detection of ions.  In a 
FTICR, the ions are trapped through the combination of electrostatic and magnetic fields [4, 
5].  The magnetic field induces an ion cyclotron resonance frequency specific to the 
mass-to-charge ratio of the ion, and the combination of the magnetic and electrostatic fields 
imposes a magnetron motion on the injected ion packets [5].  The magnetron motion results 
in a disperse ion cloud often about a centimeter in diameter [6, 7].  In a FTICR, ion 
manipulation occurs through the application of a radio frequency (rf) voltage that is specific 
to the cyclotron frequency of ions of a particular mass-to-charge ratio.  Detection is 
performed by applying a broadband rf voltage that excites all of the ions thereby increasing 
the cyclotron radius for all ions.  The increase in ion cyclotron radius results in ion detection 
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by the measurement of the current induced by the ions on detecting plates.  In a LIT, the ions 
are radially confined along the central axis by a two-dimensional quadrupolar field and 
axially confined by electrostatic dc potentials [3, 4, 8].  The ion motion is controlled by the rf 
voltage applied to the rods of the LIT, and the electrostatic lenses gate the ions into and out 
of the LIT.  When a LIT is used for ECD, it has been paired with a separate mass analyzer, 
commonly a time-of-flight (TOF) analyzer, for more sensitive analysis [3].  Mass analysis by 
a TOF followed by ion detection using a microchannel plate detector (MCP) increases the 
rate of data acquisition.  Ion detection in a FTICR takes approximately one spectrum per 
second where a single spectrum is collected in microseconds using a TOF for mass analysis 
[4, 5, 9]. 
Due to the differences in ion trapping and analysis, the gas pressure in a FTICR and 
LIT is drastically different.  The ions in an ICR must remain in a coherent packet for 
detection so any collisions between ions and neutral molecules decrease accuracy and 
sensitivity via the disruption of ion packet coherence [4, 10].  To reduce the probability of 
collisions, the ICR cell is kept under ultrahigh vacuum with a cell pressure around 10-10 mbar.  
In contrast, ion traps benefit from higher pressures as the bath gas aids in the radial 
confinement of the ions through collisional damping [4, 8].  Typically, the operating pressure 
of a LIT is on the order of 10-2 mbar which is eight orders of magnitude higher than a FTICR.  
To reach these high pressures in a LIT, a bath gas, typically helium, is leaked into the 
instrument. 
Aside from fundamental differences in the operation of these two instruments, the 
electron sources used in a FTICR and in a LIT are different in shape and electron beam 
cross-section but operate under the same principle of thermionic electron emission.  One of 
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the reasons that ECD was developed in a FTICR was the trouble associated with the 
generation of low kinetic energy electrons in other mass analyzers such as three-dimensional 
ion traps.  The rf voltages required to trap the ions in a three-dimensional ion trap also 
resulted in electron acceleration into a range of energies that was not useful for ECD [11, 12].  
A FTICR does not use rf voltages for ion trapping, so electron heating is not an issue in these 
instruments [3].  The FTICR commonly uses an indirectly heated disk electrode to provide a 
column of low kinetic energy electrons [13].  To ensure ion-electron overlap, the electron 
beam must be wide enough to irradiate all of the ions simultaneously, often requiring beam 
diameters on the order of a centimeter.  The electron beam must also be centered through the 
ICR to ensure sufficient overlap of ions and electrons [14].  In contrast to the disk electrode 
used in a FTICR, the LIT uses an edged filament as the electron source [3, 8].  The filament 
produces a beam of electrons approximately one millimeter in diameter aligned along the 
central axis of the LIT with a narrow range of electron energies [8].  Because the ions are 
radially confined along the central axis of the LIT, a narrower electron beam can be used.   
The overlap of the ions and the electrons is crucial to the efficiency of ECD because 
the overlap affects the activation time required for a given experiment.  Another aspect of the 
electron source that affects the activation time required is the density of the electron beam.  
Both an indirectly heated disk electrode and an electron filament release similar amounts of 
electron current [8], but the area of the electron beam produced by the filament is much 
smaller than that produced by the disk electrode.  The difference in electron beam 
cross-section results in a higher electron density produced by the filament, approximately 
200 times greater than what is produced by the disk electrodes used in a FTICR [8].  The 
increase in electron beam density produced by the filament results in shorter activation times 
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for ECD in a LIT due to the increased probability of electron capture [8].  Ion activation in a 
FTICR can take hundreds of milliseconds while the LIT requires only tens of milliseconds [6, 
8]. 
2.2 Peptide and protein analysis using the LIT-TOF 
2.2.1 General function and data analysis 
 The instrument used in this research is a prototype NanoFrontier hybrid LIT-TOF 
mass spectrometer from the Hitachi Corporation (Hitachi High Technologies).  A schematic 
of the LIT-TOF is shown in Figure 2.1, and the LIT-TOF was modified to incorporate 
multiple ion activation modes, as explained below.   
 
This mass spectrometer consists of three LITs arranged in a T-configuration followed 
by a TOF mass analyzer.  Ions are generated using nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) and 
are accumulated in the first LIT (LITCID) where parent ion isolation is performed.  Collision 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of the prototype NanoFrontier LIT-TOF provided by the Hitachi 
Corporation (Hitachi High Technologies). 
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induced dissociation (CID) can also be implemented in this LIT.  The ions are then 
transferred through a quadrupole deflector to a second LIT (ECDLIT) where ion activation 
occurred in these experiments.  Activation times were kept to less than 75 ms.  Ion 
transmission into and out of the ECDLIT is aided by a quadrupolar ion guide.  After ion 
activation, product ions are transferred to the third LIT (LITtherm) where they are stored prior 
to TOF mass analysis.  In the LITtherm, collisions between the ions and the bath gas are used 
to disperse the ion packets injected from the ECDLIT into a continuous ion beam.  Energy 
focusing the ions into a continuous beam prior to TOF analysis was shown to improve ion 
transmission into the TOF and mass resolution [9, 15].   
 Data analysis is performed using software developed in-house by Dr. Takashi Baba 
written with LabView code (National Instruments).  The program identifies product ion 
peaks via comparison of experimental mass-to-charge ratios to a list of theoretical 
mass-to-charge ratios.  The list of theoretical mass-to-charge ratios is developed from an 
amino acid sequence and the parent ion charge state.  The program selects product ion peaks 
by an abundance threshold and mass tolerance.  A peak intensity error associated with the 
deviation of the experimental isotopic distribution from the theoretical distribution is also 
provided by the program.  The isotopic distribution is crucial for ion identification because 
the distribution is specific to the chemical composition of the ion.  The error in peak intensity 
is used as a criterion of ion identification as it represents the accuracy of ion chemical 
composition.  All types of product ions, a-, b-, c-, x-, y-, and z-type ions, are searched 
simultaneously.  The program-identified peaks are then confirmed manually to be the 
appropriate mass and charge state as well as having a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (S/N > 
3).   
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The program is limited to select product ions with charge states less than or equal to 
five, so analysis of highly charged ions (n > 10) is limited but not impossible.  Highly 
charged ions have decreased the overlap of complementary product ions as the larger product 
ions are too highly charged for accurate identification.  In these experiments, the lack of 
identification for highly charged ions decreased the summed product ion abundance and the 
number of product ions observed for a specific technique.  The sequence coverage effected 
by dissociation was not decreased as inter-residue cleavage that yielded highly charged 
product ions also yielded complementary low charge product ions that were accurately 
identified.  The most highly charged ion used in this study was the +12 charge state of 
ubiquitin.  Electron capture by the +12 charge state ion produced the +11 ion.  Product ions 
from the dissociation of the +11 ion with charge states higher than five had complementary 
product ions that had less than or equal to five charges which were easily identified. 
2.2.2 Pressure and temperature in the ECDLIT 
In the analysis of peptides and proteins, the pressure and temperature in the ECDLIT 
are important variables for understanding the effects of collisional cooling and IR activation.  
Helium gas is leaked into the ECDLIT using a mass flow controller and can be varied from 
0.25 to 4.00 sccm.  Under standard conditions, the flow rate was set to 2.00 sccm.  The 
pressure of the ECDLIT was calculated using the conductance through the ECDLIT and the 
flow rate of helium into the ECDLIT.  The flow limiting aperture between the ECDLIT and the 
vacuum pumps is a 3 mm circular hole located between the ECDLIT and the ion guide.  To 
calculate the conductance through the ECDLIT, the thin aperture equation was used (Equation 
2.1) [16]. 
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In the conductance equation, T is the temperature in the ECDLIT, m is the mass of the bath 
gas, i.e., 4 dalton for helium, and A is the area of the conductance limit, i.e., π×(0.15 cm)2.  
The calculated conductance was then used in the gas flow equation (Equation 2.2) [16]. 
( )21 PPCQ −=  
In this equation, Q is the flow through the chamber, which is regulated by the mass flow 
controller, C is the conductance calculated from Equation 2.1, and P1 and P2 are the pressures 
in and out of the ECDLIT, respectively.  The temperature was initially assumed to be 20°C, 
which led to a calculated pressure of 0.055 mbar for a flow rate of 2.00 sccm.  However, the 
assumed temperature was most likely incorrect because radiative heating from the electron 
filament was not considered.   
 The temperature in the ECDLIT was measured over a time span of seven hours using a 
thermocouple placed close to the center of the ECDLIT.  The filament power supply was set to 
a standard operating current of 1.00 A, and the temperature was monitored as the bath gas 
was heated (Figure 2.2.a) 
Equation 2.1 
Equation 2.2 
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It was observed that the temperature of the ECDLIT increased rapidly over the first two hours 
followed by slow increments of approximately one degree per hour to a maximum of 67°C.  
The increases in temperature resulted increased conductance through the ECDLIT (Equation 
2.1).  The increased conductance at higher temperatures resulted in a decrease in pressure in 
the ECDLIT (Figure 2.2.b). The temperature and pressure curves were fit using exponential 
functions, and it was found that steady-state conditions in the ECDLIT were 65°C and 0.032 
mbar.   
2.3 Ion activation in the ECDLIT 
 To perform the variety of experiments required of this instrument, several 
modifications were made to the prototype NanoFrontier mass spectrometer.  These 
modifications consisted of additions to increase the number of methods available for ion 
activation.  Electron kinetic energy was controlled by a dc bias between the electron filament 
and the rods of the ECDLIT.  For IR activation and infrared multiphoton dissociation 
(IRMPD), a CO2 laser was added and aligned collinearly with the electron beam through the 
Figure 2.2 a) Temperature in the ECDLIT as a function of filament heating. b) Pressure in the 
ECDLIT as a function of filament heating.  The measured temperature was used to calculate the 
conductance through the ECDLIT which was then used to calculate the pressure.  Temperature 
measurements were taken every five minutes over seven hours and averaged over three runs. 
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ECDLIT.  Supplemental ac activation was applied to the one pair of the quadrupolar rods of 
the ECDLIT for collisional activation (Figure 2.3). 
 
2.3.1 Electron capture methods 
The ECDLIT consists of a quadrupole LIT surrounded by a neodymium permanent 
magnet.  The ions are focused along the central axis of the LIT by the quadrupolar field, and 
radial confinement is aided by collisions of the ions with the helium bath gas.  The amplitude 
of the rf voltage applied to the rods of the ECDLIT can be varied to set the potential 
well-depth and control radial confinement of the ions.  Bath gas pressure is regulated by a 
mass flow controller that determines the flow of helium bath gas into the ECDLIT.  The 
pressure was calculated using the thin aperture conductance formula for the molecular flow 
Figure 2.3 Schematic highlighting the controls for different ion activation methods in the 
LIT-TOF.  Modifications  to the NanoFrontier include the addition of supplemental ac voltage 
applied to the rods of the ECDLIT and the addition of a CO2 laser aligned collinearly with 
electron beam. 
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regime [16], flow rate into the ECDLIT, and the temperature of the LIT when the electron 
filament was powered (see above). 
Electrons are generated from the point of a bent thoriated tungsten filament located at 
the end of the ECDLIT opposite to the ion entrance.  In the initial configuration, the ions and 
electrons entered the ECDLIT from the same end, but this configuration resulted in low 
transmission for both ions and electrons [3].  In design of the next generation instrument, 
ions and electrons followed different paths to the ECDLIT and the electron source was moved 
much closer to the ECDLIT resulting in increased transmission of both [8].  To generate low 
kinetic energy electrons, a current on the order of 1 A is passed through this filament, and 
electrons are thermally emitted.  Electron kinetic energy is controlled by the dc bias between 
the filament and the rods of the ECDLIT which accelerates the electrons prior to entering the 
LIT.  The previous problems of electron heating were eliminated with the use of a LIT 
because the two-dimensional rf field is applied to the rods, only affecting the x- and 
y-directions.  The electrons are injected along the z-axis where there is no rf field [3].  For an 
ECD experiment, a potential of 20.0 V was applied to the filament (filament offset), and a 
potential of 19.5 V was applied to the rods of the ECDLIT (ECD offset).  The potential 
difference between the filament and the rods of the ECDLIT must be corrected for the 
difference in work function between the tungsten filament and the stainless steel rods of the 
ECDLIT [17].  The work function is the minimum amount of energy required to transfer an 
electron from the Fermi level to vacuum.  The work functions of the filament and rods had to 
be considered because the electron kinetic energy is defined as the difference surface 
potential [17].  The electron kinetic energy is calculated as the dc bias (ECD offset – filament 
offset) + 1.75, which is the difference in work functions between the filament and the rods.  
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The electron kinetic energy is manipulated by varying the trap offset and maintaining a 
constant filament offset.  The electron kinetic energy was set to 1.25 eV for ECD 
experiments and 7 eV for HECD experiments.   
An increase in electron flux from the filament at higher electron energies results in a 
decrease in activation time required for parent ion depletion when using HECD.  The 
electron flux is monitored via measurement of the electron current through the ECDLIT.  
Current measurements are performed by applying a positive dc potential to the rods of the 
ion guide and measuring the current as the electrons collided with the ion guide.   
The electrons are pulsed into the ECDLIT by a dc potential applied to a lens between 
the filament and ECDLIT.  This lens, called the electron gate, is typically held at a negative 
potential to prevent electrons from entering except during the set activation period, during 
which it is held at a positive potential.  Electron transmission through the ECDLIT is aided by 
the 150 mT neodymium permanent magnet surrounding the LIT, as shown in Figure 2.4.  
The magnetic field is aligned along the central axis and radially confines the electrons in 
tight helices, creating efficient overlap between ions and electrons.   
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2.3.2 IR activation and AI-ECD methods  
To perform activated-ion ECD (AI-ECD), IR photons are used to activate the ions in 
the ECDLIT.  To effect ion activation, ion-photon overlap is crucial.  To this end, the IR laser 
is focused along the central axis of the ECDLIT, collinear with the electron beam.  IR photons 
are provided by an unattenuated Synrad 25W CO2 laser that is reflected off of two 90° gold 
mirrors and focused through a ZnSe lens prior to entering the vacuum housing through a 
BaF2 window, shown in Figure 2.5.  The lens is positioned such that the focal point coincided 
with the center of the ECDLIT.   
Figure 2.4 Schematic of ECDLIT specifying magnetic field orientation along the central axis and 
the electron path through the ECDLIT. 
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Alignment outside the vacuum housing is achieved using a green diode laser aligned 
collinearly with the CO2 laser via a 90° silver flip-down mirror.  Inside the vacuum housing, 
infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) of the peptide leucine enkephalin (YGGFL) is 
used to confirm laser alignment.  In order to achieve efficient IRMPD, the bath gas pressure 
is reduced to ~0.005 mbar to limit collisional cooling of the ions via energy transfer to the 
bath gas.  Because of the loss of collisional damping due to reduced bath gas pressure, the rf 
voltage is increased to radially confine the ion cloud closer to the center of the ECDLIT.  A 
second confirmation of laser alignment is an increase in measured electron current from the 
filament when the laser was on.  The increase in electron flux with centered laser alignment 
is due to the increase in temperature of the filament which increases the number of 
thermionic electrons emitted.  The laser is controlled by a TTL pulse from the ECDLIT 
control computer which determined the length of the laser pulse. 
Figure 2.5 Orientation of CO2 laser with respect to LIT-TOF 
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 For AI-ECD experiments, the IR activation was used either sequentially to or 
simultaneously with electron irradiation.  For sequential AI-ECD, the laser pulse is applied 
before (IR/ECD) or after (ECD/IR) electron irradiation with no delay between the two 
activation steps.  These two methods activate the parent and product ions, respectively.  The 
IR activation was varied from 5 to 50 ms for an electron irradiation time of 5 ms.  For 
simultaneous activation (ECD+IR), the ions are irradiated with electrons and photons during 
the same period thereby activating both the parent and product ions.  Simultaneous activation 
was applied for a maximum time of 50 ms.  IR activation resulted in the dissociation of only 
noncovalent interactions.   
2.3.3 Collisional activation in the ECDLIT  
 The ECDLIT was modified to allow collisional activation of the trapped ions.  A 
supplemental ac voltage is applied to one pair of rods of the quadrupole to create a dipolar 
field, as shown in Figure 2.3.  Ion isolation is achieved by scanning the frequency of the 
supplemental ac voltage to eject ions out of the ECDLIT.  To selectively activate a single ion, 
a supplemental rf voltage resonant to the ion frequency is applied [18].  The rf voltage is also 
used to gently excite the ions with low kinetic energy collisions. 
2.4 Ion-molecule reaction: radical peptides with oxygen  
 Reactions between radical ions and molecular oxygen were used to probe radical 
reactivity.  These ion-molecule reactions took place in the LITtherm after ion activation.  In the 
initial experiments, oxygen gas was leaked into the LITtherm to increase the partial pressure 
oxygen for the reaction [19].  However, the presence of high concentrations of oxygen 
severely shortened the lifetime of the tungsten filament making this configuration not 
practical.  It was noticed that there was enough oxygen in the ambient air within the 
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instrument from the nESI source to effect the ion-molecule reaction if the ions were trapped 
for a period of time in the LITtherm. 
 
The LIT-TOF was modified so that the potential applied to the back lens of the 
LITtherm could be lengthened to trap the ions for reaction with oxygen (Figure 2.6).  Under 
conditions where no reaction with oxygen is desired, the LITtherm acted under standard 
operating conditions with the back lens pulsing the beam of ions into the orthogonal TOF 
where they are again pulsed for mass analysis.  When the ion-molecule reaction is desired, 
the time that the dc potential is applied to the back lens is lengthened to prevent the ions from 
being pulsed into the TOF analyzer.  The potential on the back lens of the LITtherm is applied 
as a number of ion packets pulsed into the LITtherm from the ECDLIT before the ions are 
allowed into the TOF for mass analysis.  For ion-molecule reactions between radicals and 
oxygen, the ions were trapped in the LITtherm for ten ion packet injections.  Due to multiple 
injections of ion packets into the LITtherm, a defined reaction time cannot be determined since 
the entire population did not have the same reaction time. 
Figure 2.6 Ion-molecule reaction in LITtherm.  The potential applied to the back lens of the 
LITtherm to trap the ions is lengthened to allow reaction time with ambient oxygen from the 
nESI source. 
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2.5 Summary 
 The prototype Nanofrontier LIT-TOF with the modifications discussed provides a 
unique instrument capable of multiple types of ion activation.  The LIT-TOF is capable of 
performing ECD, HECD, AI-ECD, IRMPD, and CID within a single LIT.  Other types of 
experiments not used in this work include electron detachment dissociation, which studies 
the interactions of anions with low kinetic energy electrons, and electron ionization 
dissociation, which uses high kinetic energy electrons to induce dissociation in cations.  The 
custom software to run the ECDLIT provides precise control over the ion manipulation and 
activation.  This LIT-TOF is a unique and powerful tool for the analysis of peptides and 
proteins. 
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Chapter 3 
Simultaneous and Sequential Activated-Ion Electron Capture Dissociation 
3.1 Introduction 
 Electron capture dissociation (ECD) tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is 
commonly used for protein identification because ECD results in extensive backbone 
cleavage with the retention of labile groups such as small-molecule post-translational 
modifications [1-5].  Noncovalent interactions also remain intact during ECD, and the 
retention of these interactions limits the application of ECD for the analysis of large proteins 
[6].  Intact noncovalent interactions prevent the separation of product ions after backbone 
cleavage resulting in a complex of the product ions [7-9].  The product ion complex appears 
as the charge-reduced species ([M+nH](n-1)+•) in the MS/MS spectrum where electron capture 
reduces the charge, but the mass stays the same.  The charge-reduced species is often the 
most abundant product ion formed during ECD, which can be problematic because the 
charge-reduced species provides no additional information about the parent ion [2, 3, 10, 11].  
The charge-reduced species can capture additional electrons, further reducing the charge with 
no change in the mass of the ion.  Multiple electron capture by the charge-reduced species 
followed by product ion separation results in c′-/z•-type product ions that vary by shifts of 
one dalton from the expected mass-to-charge ratio.  These shifts in mass are  due to the 
presence of neutralized hydrogen atoms from multiple electron capture by the dissociating 
species [12, 13].  The mass of the c′-/z•-type product ions can also be shifted by one dalton 
due to hydrogen atom transfer from the c′-ion to the z•-ion in the product ion complex to 
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form the c•- and z′-ions [5, 14, 15].  The shift in the product ion mass by a dalton creates 
overlap in the isotopic distribution of the ions, e.g., the monoisotopic peak of the heavier ion 
occurs at the same mass-to-charge ratio as the peak for the 13C isotope of the lighter ion.  The 
shift in the masses of the c′-/z•-type product ions increases the complexity of the spectrum 
and can reduce product ion identification due to the overlap in isotopic distributions.  
Because of the possibility of multiple electron capture and the subsequent spectral 
complication, a highly abundant charge-reduced species is undesirable in protein 
identification. 
 To increase the applicability of ECD for intact protein analysis, activated-ion ECD 
(AI-ECD) was developed in which a vibrational excitation technique is used in conjunction 
with ECD to disrupt the intramolecular noncovalent interactions [6].  Activation of the parent 
ions prior to ECD induces structural unfolding so that when backbone cleavage occurs, the 
product ions immediately separate instead of being held together in a product ion complex.  
Detection of all product ions formed during ECD can be achieved by activation of the ions 
after backbone cleavage.  Simultaneous vibrational activation with ECD disrupts the 
noncovalent interactions of both the parent and product ions.   
The vibrational excitation techniques used for AI-ECD have ranged from collisional 
activation of the parent ions prior to ECD [6, 16, 17] to increasing the temperature of the 
reaction chamber for thermal denaturation of the parent ions [10, 18, 19] and also IR 
activation of the parent ions sequentially to or simultaneously with ECD [7, 14, 20-23].  Each 
of these techniques has led to increased product ion formation and reduction of the 
abundance of the charge-reduced species [2].   To date, AI-ECD techniques have mostly been 
carried out in Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometers [8].  A 
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single exception is the performance of simultaneous ECD and collision induced dissociation 
(CID)  in a linear ion trap (LIT) in which targeted collisional activation was used to disrupt 
noncovalent interactions in the charge-reduced species [12].  Application of vibrational 
excitation for AI-ECD experiments has proved to be challenging in a FTICR.  To activate the 
ions with collisions, a bath gas is typically leaked into the system and must be removed prior 
to analysis [24, 25].  Thermal denaturation of the ions is difficult as the heating and cooling 
of the ICR cell takes minutes to hours thereby lengthening the experiment time.  IR 
activation is the simplest activation technique to implement on a FTICR mass spectrometer 
and is therefore the most widely used of the vibrational activation techniques for AI-ECD. 
The incorporation of an IR laser into a FTICR system has its own difficulties, mostly 
in the alignment of the laser beam through the ICR cell to ensure sufficient 
ion-electron-photon overlap.  Prior to the application of the hollow cathode electron source 
for ECD, either the laser or the electron beam had to be aligned off-axis through the ICR cell 
[22, 26, 27].  It has been shown that in this configuration, the laser and electron beams do not 
overlap with the ions at the same point in the magnetron motion path of the ions [28], so truly 
simultaneous AI-ECD is impossible.  The incorporation of the hollow cathode electron 
source into the FTICR allowed the IR and electron beams to be aligned along the same 
central axis through the ICR cell [29].  In the initial configuration, the electron beam 
maintained the ring-shaped electron distribution through the ICR cell resulting in limited 
overlap between the ions and electrons.  The ion-electron overlap can be improved with 
off-resonance excitation, but this excitation resulted in a subsequent reduction in ion-photon 
overlap [9].  By placing the hollow cathode dispenser in the magnetic fringe field, the 
electron beam could be compressed in the middle of the ICR cell resulting in overlap of ions, 
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electrons, and photons.  However, this setup posed difficulties such as remote mounting of 
the electron source and the high power requirements [27].  Each of the previous instrumental 
configurations have the laser and the electron source on the same side of the ICR cell, and 
each has associated difficulties in the achievement of ion-electron-photon overlap.  The 
overlap of ions, electrons, and photons was achieved with the laser and electron beams 
entering the ICR cell from opposite ends, but this configuration required the complicated set 
up incorporating a mirror mounted on a pneumatic probe to focus the IR laser through the 
ion-optical elements into the ICR cell [9].  In general, AI-ECD experiments using a FTICR 
have required long activation times (100-800 ms) due to inefficient overlap of ions, photons, 
and electrons [9, 28]. 
As described in Chapter 2, an alternative to performing ECD in a FTICR uses a LIT 
as the reaction chamber [30].  This LIT has been incorporated into a hybrid linear ion trap / 
time-of-flight (LIT-TOF) mass spectrometer and has been modified to incorporate IR laser 
activation of the ions resulting in efficient AI-ECD.  The effects of simultaneous and 
sequential IR activation on the c′-/z•-type product ion abundances and sequence coverage in 
ECD MS/MS are demonstrated using ubiquitin and melittin. 
3.2 Experimental 
3.2.1 Samples and methods 
The peptide leucine enkephalin (YGGFL), the peptide substance P 
(RPKPQQFFGLM), the amidated peptide melittin 
(GIGAVLKVLTTGLPALISWIKRKRQQ-NH2), and the protein bovine ubiquitin were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. (St. Louis, MO) and used without further purification.  
Solutions were prepared at a concentration of 5 µM in 50/50 v/v acetonitrile:water with 1% 
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acetic acid added to aid in the electrospray process.  Melittin and ubiquitin were used to 
study the effects of IR activation sequentially to and simultaneously with ECD.  Details of 
laser alignment and AI-ECD methods were described in Chapter 2. 
3.2.2 Data analysis 
 Product ions were identified and confirmed using the program described in Chapter 2.  
To test the effects of IR activation, the product ion formation, product ion abundance, and 
sequence coverage were monitored.  The analysis program output the data for product ion 
formation and abundance.  Sequence coverage was used to represent the extent of backbone 
cleavage and was defined as the percentage of inter-residue cleavages observed.  To calculate 
the sequence coverage, the number of inter-residue cleavages observed was divided by the 
number of possible inter-residue cleavages.  For example, a hypothetical pentapeptide with 
two charges is shown in Figure 3.1.  If ECD of this pentapeptide yields the c1+, c2+, c3+, and 
z3+• product ions, the sequence coverage is calculated to 
be 75% because backbone cleavage occurred at three of 
the four inter-residue locations to form product ions.  No 
further information is gained in the comparison of the c2+ 
and a z3+• product ions of this pentapeptide because both 
ions arise from the dissociation of the same backbone 
bond (between residues B and C).  Therefore, the presence of overlapping product ions, such 
as the c2+ and z3+• ions in this example, counted as a single inter-residue cleavage in the 
determination of sequence coverage.   
 
 
Figure 3.1 ECD of example 
peptide ABCDE yielding the c1, 
c2, c3, and z3 product ions. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Overlap of ions, electrons, and photons 
 ECD was performed on the +2 charge state ion of substance P yielding a series of 
c′-type and a•-type product ions, as shown in Figure 3.2.a.  The dissociation efficiency for 
ECD of [sub P]2+ was calculated to be 19% which is greater than what was previously 
reported [12] and still within the range of conversion efficiency reported for FTICR-MS [2].  
Efficient ECD of substance P confirms overlap between electrons and ions in the ECDLIT. 
 Infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) was performed on the +1 charge state ion 
of leucine enkephalin (YGGFL) producing b-type, a-type, and rearrangement ions, as shown 
in Figure 3.2.b.  For this experiment, the helium bath gas pressure was decreased by an order 
of magnitude to reduce collisional cooling of the ions which hampers the efficiency of 
IRMPD [31].  Also, the rf voltage applied to the ECDLIT was increased relative to the ECD 
experiment to radially confine the ions in the center of the trap.  Increased rf voltage was 
required to compensate for the decreased collisional damping of the ion cloud to the center of 
the trap resulting from the decreased bath gas pressure.  Under these conditions, the 
dissociation efficiency for IRMPD of leucine enkephalin was 21%, and the formation of 
product ions typical to IRMPD confirms overlap of ions and photons in the ECDLIT.  These 
experiments demonstrate the efficient overlap between ions, electrons, and photons in the 
ECDLIT.   
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Figure 3.2 a) ECD (25 ms) of the +2 charge state ion of substance P b) IRMPD  
(25 ms) of singly charged leucine enkephalin ion at reduced bath gas pressure. 
Rearrangement ions are indicated with an asterisk. 
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3.3.2 Sequential AI-ECD in a LIT-TOF 
 IR activation was applied sequentially to ECD using the +8 and +12 charge state ions 
of ubiquitin to demonstrate the behavior of different extents of noncovalent interactions.  As 
will be discussed in Chapter 4, lower charge states have more extensive noncovalent 
interactions than higher charge states due to the difference in Coulombic repulsion between 
charge sites [32, 33].  For IR activation of the ions prior to ECD (IR/ECD), the IR irradiation 
was varied between 0 and 50 ms prior to an electron irradiation time of 5 ms.  When using IR 
activation after ECD (ECD/IR), an electron irradiation time of 5 ms was followed by IR 
irradiation varied from 0 to 50 ms.  No delay period was used in between the two activation 
steps resulting in a maximum activation time of 55 ms.  The effects of IR activation on 
product ion formation and abundance from ECD for the +12 charge state of ubiquitin are 
shown in Figure 3.3.  The plots on the left (a and c) correspond to IR activation prior to 
electron irradiation for 5 ms.  The plots on the right (b and d) correspond to IR activation 
after electron irradiation for 5 ms.   For each plot, the data were classified by which type of 
backbone bond was cleaved, thus dividing it into three categories: a-/x-, b-/y-, and c-/z-ions.  
The product ion abundance is the summed abundances of the product ions classified by 
which backbone bond was broken, e.g., all c′-type and z•-type abundances are summed 
because these product ions result from the dissociation of the N-Cα bond.  As expected for 
ECD, the c′-/z•-type product ions occur in the highest numbers and abundance.  It was 
observed that both IR/ECD and ECD/IR increased the formation and abundance of c′-/z•-type 
product ions.   
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The increase in the formation of product ions led to an increase in sequence coverage, 
as shown in Figure 3.4.  The sequence coverage for the +8 and +12 charge state ions of 
ubiquitin increased with the addition of IR activation prior to or after electron irradiation for 
5 ms.  Longer IR activation times led to greater sequence coverage for both charge states.  
The sequence coverage is lower for the +8 charge state compared with the +12 charge state 
of ubiquitin.  The decreased sequence coverage for the lower charge state is due multiple 
reasons: the electron capture cross section is lower for ions with fewer charges [5, 13]; 
backbone dissociation is known to occur near charge sites, so fewer charge sites results in 
Figure 3.3 Sequential IR-ECD of the +12 charge state ion of ubiquitin.  The top plots are the 
number of product ions formed from IR/ECD (a) and ECD/IR (b) as a function of IR activation 
time.  The bottom plots are the product ion abundances formed from IR/ECD (c) and ECD/IR (d) 
as a function of IR activation time.  IR activation was performed with an electron irradiation time 
of 5 ms.  The number of ions formed and product ion abundances are classified by the type of 
backbone bond broken. 
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less extensive backbone cleavage [34]; and higher charge states have decreased noncovalent 
interactions due to the increased Coulombic repulsions between charge sites [35]. 
 
Both of these methods resulted in newly observed backbone cleavage sites from those 
product ions that were held together in the charge-reduced species, and these product ions led 
to increases in sequence coverage.  The summed product ion abundances increased for two 
reasons: the formation of new ions and the increased abundance of previously observed ions.  
Both of the reasons result from the disruption of noncovalent interactions.  In these 
experiments, the c′-type and z•-type product 
ions specific to ECD exhibited significant 
increases in abundance and formation as IR 
irradiation times were increased.  The 
c′-/z•-type product ions exhibited these effects 
because IRMPD of ubiquitin was limited due 
to the high bath gas pressure so only product 
Figure 3.4 Sequence coverage of the +8 and +12 charge state ions of ubiquitin using (a) IR/ECD 
and (b) ECD/IR with electron irradiation for 5 ms. 
Figure 3.5 IR irradiation for 60 ms of the +8 
charge state of ubiquitin.   
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ions from ECD were formed.  The inefficacy of IRMPD at these pressures is shown in Figure 
3.5 where the +8 charge state ion of ubiquitin was irradiated with IR photons for 60 ms and 
yielded no product ions.  These results show that the addition of IR activation sequential to 
ECD increases the abundance and formation of c′-/z•-type product ions. 
3.3.3 Simultaneous AI-ECD in a LIT-TOF 
 Simultaneous AI-ECD (ECD+IR) was performed on the +7 through +12 charge state 
ions of ubiquitin for times varying from 5 to 30 ms.  In Figure 3.6, MS/MS spectra from 
ECD (left) and ECD+IR (right) for each charge state ion are shown.  For a single charge state 
ion, ECD+IR yields an increase in product ion abundance and formation resulting from the 
decrease in the abundances of the parent ion and the charge-reduced species.  
 
Figure 3.6 MS/MS spectra of each of the charge state ions of ubiquitin from +7 through +12 
dissociated using ECD (left) or ECD+IR (right) for 20 ms.   
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It is also worth noting that the increase in product ion formation with the concomitant 
decrease in parent ion and charge-reduced species occurred for all activation times.  In Figure 
3.7, MS/MS spectra of the +8 charge state of ubiquitin formed using ECD and ECD+IR are 
shown for activation times ranging from 5 to 30 ms.  As the activation time was increased, 
the abundance of the parent ion and charge-reduced species decreased.  The decrease in the 
abundances of the parent ion and charge-reduced species was accompanied by an increase in 
product ion formation.  For all activation times, the addition of IR activation decreased the 
abundance of the parent ion and charge-reduced species more than conventional ECD.  
Therefore, the product ion abundances were greater in the ECD+IR MS/MS spectra.  The 
maximum effective activation time is limited by depletion of the parent ion.  After parent ion 
depletion, large product ions are reduced to smaller product ions through secondary electron 
capture and backbone dissociation.  Large product ions are affected more so than small 
product ions due to the increased charge state of the large product ions and therefore 
increased electron capture cross section [5, 13].  Activation of the large product ions can 
produce smaller product ions of the same type or lead to the formation of internal product 
ions.  For example, dissociation of a c254+ product ion can dissociate between the ninth and 
tenth residue to form the c9 ion and an internal ion that is a truncated z•-ion which 
encompasses residues 10 through 25.  The reduction of large product ions to small ions 
decreases the amount of information in the MS/MS spectrum through the absence of large 
product ions and the formation of internal product ions which complicates ion identification. 
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ECD+IR increased the number of product ions observed and the abundances of these 
product ions.  Unlike sequential AI-ECD, ECD+IR increased the appearance and abundance 
of all three classes of product ions (Figure 3.8).   
Figure 3.7 ECD and ECD+IR MS/MS spectra of the +8 charge state ion of ubiquitin at 
activation times ranging from 5 to 30 ms.  
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Further analysis of the types of product ions formed from ECD+IR revealed that the increase 
in the a-/x-type ions was predominantly due to new a-type ions, and the increase in the 
b-/y-type ions was due to an increase of y-type ions.  The appearance of these ions was 
expected because a•- and y-type ions are known to result from a secondary dissociation 
mechanism following electron capture [36].  The prevalence of the a•- and y-type product 
ions increases with increase in parent ion kinetic energy [37].  Re-evaluation of the 
sequential AI-ECD data revealed that the formation of a•- and y-type ions was increased for 
IR/ECD and not for ECD/IR.  The increased appearance of a•- and y-type ions for ECD+IR 
and IR/ECD confirms that increased parent ion internal energy results in a greater population 
of parent ions dissociating by the minor ECD pathway. 
The increase in product ion formation and abundance led to an increase in sequence 
coverage for all charge states.  As expected, longer activation times led to increased sequence 
coverage for both ECD and ECD+IR with the maximum in sequence coverage observed at 
either 20 or 30 ms for each charge state (Figure 3.9).   
Figure 3.8 Product ion analysis for ECD (blue) and ECD+IR (red) of the +12 charge state ion of 
ubiquitin.  The number of product ions formed (a) and the abundance of the product ions (b) were 
classified by the type of backbone bond cleaved and plotted as a function of activation time.
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The relative increase in sequence coverage due to the incorporation of IR activation 
was greatest for the lower charge states, with the sequence coverage for the +7 charge state 
increasing by 8-fold with the addition of IR activation, as seen in Figure 3.10.  In this figure, 
the percent increase in sequence coverage using ECD+IR compared to conventional ECD is 
plotted for each of the charge state ions studied at each activation time used.  The addition of 
IR activation simultaneously with ECD has a greater effect on the lower charge states than 
Figure 3.9 Sequence coverage for the +7 through the +12 charge state ions of ubiquitin from 
ECD+IR as a function of activation time. 
Figure 3.10 Percent increase in sequence coverage of each charge state ion of ubiquitin 
studied. 
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the higher charge states because of the increased prevalence of noncovalent interactions in 
the lower charge states.  The +7 and +8 charge states showed the greatest response to the 
addition of IR activation.  The +9 through +12 charge state ions of ubiquitin each showed 
significantly less response to IR activation.  The drastic change in response between the 
lower and higher charge state ions of ubiquitin can be explained by differences in structure.  
The +7 and +8 charge state ions of ubiquitin have been shown to have smaller collision cross 
sections and multiple gas-phase conformations indicative of a more compact structure [38].  
The +9 through the +13 charge state ions have been assigned an elongated structure based on 
ion mobility measurements and hydrogen-deuterium exchange [39].  High field asymmetric 
ion mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) has also shown that the +9 through the +12 charge state 
ions of ubiquitin have similar conformations [38].   
 ECD+IR was used to analyze the +4 charge state ion of melittin.  Similar to what was 
observed with ubiquitin, there were increases in the number of c′-/z•-type product ions and 
the abundances of these ions which increased the sequence coverage of melittin, as seen in 
Figure 3.11.  Different from ubiquitin, the addition of IR irradiation increased the abundance 
and formation of only the c′-/z•-type 
product ions.  Also, the addition of 
IR activation did not have as great a 
relative increase in sequence 
coverage for melittin as was 
observed with ubiquitin.  The 
difference in the increase of 
sequence coverage is most likely due Figure 3.11 Sequence coverage of the +4 charge state 
ion of melittin using ECD and ECD+IR.
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to the difference in size between melittin and ubiquitin, 26 residues compared to 76.  The 
disparity in size inherently results in a difference in noncovalent interactions with there being 
fewer interactions in melittin compared to ubiquitin. 
The extent of tertiary noncovalent interactions is related to the gas-phase structure.  
More extended structures, i.e., structures that are unfolded and relatively linear, have fewer 
tertiary noncovalent interactions.  The ratio of charge state to dalton has been proposed as a 
way to measure the extent of unfolding in a gas-phase protein [40].  The +4 charge state of 
melittin has a charge/dalton ratio approximately equal to that of the +12 charge state of 
ubiquitin which indicates an unfolded structure with limited noncovalent interactions for both 
ions.  However, it has been shown that both the +12 charge state of ubiquitin and melittin 
have extensive noncovalent interactions because they adopt helical structures in the gas phase 
[41, 42].  Both of these ions should behave similarly, but the smaller increase in sequence 
coverage for ECD+IR of the +4 charge state ion of melittin stems from the differences in size 
and the reduction of noncovalent interactions.   
 Aside from laser alignment configuration, another difference between AI-ECD using 
IR activation in a FTICR and the ECDLIT is the presence of a helium bath gas.  The bath gas 
pressure has been calculated to be on the order of 10-2 mbar in the ECDLIT which is 
approximately eight orders of magnitude greater than required for high resolution in an ICR 
cell [43, 44].  The higher bath gas pressure results in faster collisional cooling rates in the 
ECDLIT which decreases the effect of IR activation on the molecule [31].  Because of lower 
pressures, and therefore lower collisional cooling rates, IR activation is more effective in an 
ICR cell than in the ECDLIT.  However, this apparent advantage of ICR cells is negated by 
inefficient overlap between ions and photons in conventional AI-ECD instrumental 
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configurations [28].  IR activation, even at standard operating pressures in the ECDLIT, is 
sufficient to disrupt noncovalent interactions in gas phase protein ions, as evidenced by the 
results from the use of ECD+IR.   
ECD+IR has been shown to increase the formation and abundance of the c′-/z•-type 
product ions typical to ECD.  Similar to sequential AI-ECD, the addition of IR irradiation 
disrupts the noncovalent interactions allowing product ions to separate and be observed but 
not enough activation to induce dissociation via IRMPD.  The IR activation, though 
decreased by higher collisional cooling rates compared to FTICR mass spectrometers, is 
sufficient to enhance product ion detection when combined with ECD. 
3.3.4 Comparison of AI-ECD techniques 
Thus far, three AI-ECD methods utilizing IR activation have been shown to increase 
product ion formation and abundances compared to conventional ECD.  A comparison of the 
three AI-ECD methods with conventional ECD is shown in Figure 3.12.  The left plot is the 
sequence coverage, and the right plot is the summed abundance of the c′-/z•-type product ions 
as a function of activation time for the +8 charge state ion of ubiquitin.  For the sequential 
methods, electron irradiation of 5 ms was used, and the period of IR activation is the total 
activation time less 5 ms. 
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These data confirm that IR activation increases the information content of the MS/MS 
spectra formed using ECD; however it is evident that ECD+IR yielded the greatest 
improvement.  The sequence coverage was improved with ECD+IR nearly over twice that of 
ECD, IR/ECD, and ECD/IR.  It is also apparent that the length of activation need not be 
increased appreciably to observe improvements in product ion formation with a maximum 
observed around 15 to 20 ms.  By effecting greater dissociation than ECD, ECD+IR could be 
combined with liquid chromatography in a high-throughput proteomics method where 
conventional ECD is currently used [2, 45].  At activation times greater than 5 ms, ECD+IR 
produced the greatest c′-/z•-type ion abundance indicating that ECD+IR is the most sensitive 
of the AI-ECD techniques.  ECD+IR has implications of improved protein identification and 
analysis due to the greatest increase in sequence coverage and c′-/z•-type product ion 
abundance of the four techniques studied.  
 
 
Figure 3.12 Comparison of ECD and AI-ECD results for the +8 charge state ion of ubiquitin.  
Sequential techniques used an electron irradiation time of 5 ms. a) Sequence coverage and b) 
product ion abundance plotted as a function of activation time 
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3.3.5 IR activation or increased electron flux? 
 Aside from ion activation, a second effect was observed during ECD+IR: an increase 
in the measured electron current through the ECDLIT.  Because the laser is aligned such that it 
is centered on the electron filament, the laser irradiation increases the temperature of the 
filament resulting in increased thermionic electron emission [8].  Electron kinetic energy was 
not affected because it is determined by the dc potential difference between the filament and 
the rods of the ECDLIT, but the flux of electrons was increased during ECD+IR.  The increase 
in formation of the c′- and z•-type product ions could be the result of both IR activation and 
increased electron flux.  However, increased c′-/z•-type product ion formation resulting from 
sequential AI-ECD suggests that IR activation, not increased electron flux, causes the 
observed results.  To determine the effect of IR activation, two experiments were performed 
to separate the results due to the increased electron flux and the IR activation. 
In the first experiment, the laser was shifted to travel slightly off-axis through the 
ECDLIT.  Because the laser is focused along the central axis of the ECDLIT, the focal point in 
the center of the cell should not shift, only the path that the laser travels.  To perform this 
experiment, the mirror that reflects the laser to the lens was translated horizontally so that the 
laser traveled from the center to the edge of the aperture into the ECDLIT (Figure 2.5), which 
resulted in a translation of approximately 2 mm (Figure 3.13).  During this translation, 
IRMPD of leucine enkephalin was used to monitor ion-photon overlap. 
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 The electron flux through the 
ECDLIT was measured for each of the laser 
positions (Figure 3.13.a).  The electron flux 
was monitored by measuring the current on 
the ion guide.  The electron current was 
measured, and the difference in electron 
current between ECD and ECD+IR 
decreased as the laser was translated away 
from center.  Decreased current was 
expected because as the laser was moved 
off-axis, it would no longer hit the filament 
and cause increased electron emission.  
The abundance and formation of IRMPD 
products decreased substantially as the 
laser was translated away from the center 
(Figure 3.13.b) to the edge (Figure 3.13.c).  
At the most extreme position, very few 
product ions were formed, and there was a 
consequent increase in parent ion 
abundance.  The decrease in IRMPD 
products highlights the importance of a 
centered laser position for ion-photon 
overlap in the ECDLIT.  The translation of 
Figure 3.13 a) Electron current for ECD and 
ECD+IR at various laser positions.  A position 
of 3 mm is centered  b) IRMPD for 25 ms of 
YGGFL with the laser centered through the 
ECDLIT.  c) IRMPD for 25 ms of YGGFL with 
the laser 2 mm off-axis. 
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the laser was intended to maintain sufficient ion-photon overlap for IR activation and reduce 
filament heating thus eliminating the increased electron flux.  However, laser translation 
resulted in the loss of efficient ion-photon overlap, so this experiment was unable to separate 
the effects of IR activation and increased electron flux. 
To achieve efficient activation of the ions with IR photons, the laser must be centered 
through the ECDLIT.  In this configuration, the increase in electron emission due to increased 
filament temperature is inevitable.  To test the extent of product ion formation and abundance 
as a result of IR activation with ECD compared to increased electron flux, the +4 charge state 
ion of melittin was studied (Figure 3.14).  To monitor the dissociation due to increased 
electron flux, the power supplied to the filament was increased to match the electron current 
observed during ECD+IR (ECDhi).  Increasing the potential drop across the filament 
increased the electron flux without affecting the electron energy because the potential 
difference between the filament and the ECDLIT was kept constant.   
 
Figure 3.14 Comparison of sequence coverage (a) and c′-/z•-product ion formation (b) from 
ECD, ECD+IR, and ECD at an electron current matched to ECD+IR (ECDhi).  The techniques 
were performed using the +4 charge state ion of melittin.
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Sequence coverage was improved for both ECD+IR and ECDhi (Figure 3.14.a), but 
IR activation resulted in higher sequence coverage for ECD+IR than ECDhi at most 
activation times.  Sequence coverage was decreased for the longest activation time (30 ms) 
due to the dissociation of large product ions to smaller product ions.  The increase in 
sequence coverage for ECDhi resulted from the formation of new y-type product ions.  There 
was not much difference in the summed product ion abundance for c′-/z•-type product ions 
between ECD+IR and ECDhi, but the number of c′-/z•-type product ions was increased for 
ECD+IR compared to ECDhi (Figure 3.14.b).  These results show that increased electron flux 
results in increased product ion abundance, but IR activation is necessary for the formation 
and observation of new c′-/z•-type product ions. 
 It is hypothesized that the IR activation disrupts the noncovalent interactions of the 
charge-reduced species allowing product ions to separate and be detected thus increasing 
sequence coverage and preventing multiple electron capture which complicates the spectrum.  
To test this hypothesis, the +4 charge state ion of melittin was dissociated using ECD, 
ECD+IR, and ECDhi, and the abundances of the parent ion ([M+4H]4+), the charge-reduced 
species ([M+4H]3+•), and the doubly charge-reduced species ([M+4H]2+) were monitored 
(Figure 3.15).    
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The parent ion abundance for ECD+IR and ECDhi decreased at the same rate which 
was at a faster rate than observed for conventional ECD.  The exponential decay of the parent 
ion abundance for ECD, ECD+IR, and ECDhi indicates that the rate of electron capture has a 
first-order dependence on the population of electrons.  The decay of the abundances of the 
charge-reduced species and doubly charge-reduced species was faster for both ECD+IR and 
ECDhi compared with ECD.  In ECDhi, the abundances of the charge-reduced species and the 
doubly charge-reduced species were decreased due to dissociation into product ions and 
capture of additional electrons.  The increased electron flux resulted in an increase in the 
electron population which in turn increased the probability of interaction between multiply 
Figure 3.15 Normalized abundance of the parent ion (a), singly charge-reduced species (b), and 
the doubly charge-reduced species (c) as a function of activation time.  The ions were 
normalized to the abundance of the inactivated parent ion, the +4 charge state of melittin. 
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charged cations and electrons.  As the rate of electron capture is dependent on the number of 
electrons, the increase in the number of electrons for ECDhi results in increased electron 
capture rates for all species.  The increase in the rate of decay indicates that while the 
electron capture cross section is dependent on the square of the charge [13], the rate of 
electron capture is dependent on the electron capture cross section and the electron flux.   
IR activation decreased the abundances of the charge-reduced species and the doubly 
charged-reduced species through a combination of increased electron flux and the disruption 
of noncovalent interactions resulting in product ion separation.  The effects of IR activation 
were noticeable in the abundances of the charge-reduced species and the doubly 
charge-reduced species.  The general trend of a slight increase followed by a sharp decrease 
was observed for each technique, but the declines in the abundances required less activation 
time for the ions formed using ECD+IR.  The faster decay of electron capture product ions 
for ECD+IR compared with ECDhi shows that the increased electron flux is not solely 
responsible for the results observed during ECD+IR.   IR activation reduces the probability 
of multiple electron capture by reducing the abundance of the charge-reduced species 
through the disruption of noncovalent interactions. 
3.4 Summary and conclusions 
 AI-ECD using IR activation sequentially to and simultaneously with electron capture 
has been implemented on a recently developed LIT-TOF instrument.  Efficient overlap of 
ions, electrons, and photons was confirmed, and the benefits of IR/ECD, ECD/IR, and 
ECD+IR were demonstrated using multiple charge state ions of the protein ubiquitin.  
Incorporation of IR activation in conjunction with ECD resulted in improved sequence 
coverage and the formation and abundance of c′-/z•-type product ions.  Simultaneous IR 
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activation had greater effects for lower charge states than higher charge states due to the 
increase in intramolecular noncovalent interactions which prevent product for lower charge 
state ions.  The dissociation of melittin was used to determine whether IR activation or 
increased electron flux was responsible for the increase in c′-/z•-type product ions.  It was 
ascertained that IR activation was necessary for the formation of new c′-/z•-type product ions.  
ECD+IR was possible due to efficient overlap of ions, photons, and electrons, which was 
easily implemented in the ECDLIT.  The results from IR activation with ECD, increased 
c′-/z•-type product ion formation and increased product ion abundance leading to improved 
sequence coverage, have implications for improved protein identification. 
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Chapter 4 
Activated-Ion Electron Capture Dissociation for Protein Structural Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
 There are many methods to probe protein higher-order structure, including nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and x-ray crystallography.  Mass spectrometry 
entered the field of protein structure determination with the development of electrospray 
ionization (ESI) and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) in which large, 
nonvolatile complexes can be transferred to the gas phase.  In protein analysis, mass 
spectrometry offers the advantages of using small amounts of sample at low concentrations 
compared with NMR or x-ray crystallography [1, 2].   
 Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) provides a quick method to analyze the primary 
structure of a protein, but the study of higher-order structure remained elusive.  The MS/MS 
methods commonly used to determine the sequence, collision induced dissociation (CID) and 
infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD), are unable to probe secondary or tertiary 
structure [3].  CID and IRMPD cause dissociation of ions through the increase of ion internal 
energy via low kinetic energy collisions with a bath gas and absorption of multiple IR 
photons, respectively.  The added internal energy is then distributed throughout the molecule 
inducing dissociation of the weakest bonds [4].  Noncovalent interactions, which define the 
higher-order structure of the proteins, are typically the weakest bonds and are therefore 
broken before backbone cleavage occurs.  It has been noted that CID of different 
conformations selected by ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) produces similar dissociation 
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patterns [3].  It was concluded that the different protein conformations convert to a common 
structure prior to backbone dissociation, indicating a loss of higher-order structure.  Other 
methods utilizing the advantages of mass spectrometry were developed to study protein 
structure, such as hydrogen-deuterium exchange mass spectrometry (HDXMS) and IMS, as 
discussed in Chapter 1.  Both of these methods provided insight into protein structure, but 
neither give a complete picture. 
In electron capture dissociation (ECD), the noncovalent interactions that define 
protein structure remain intact after backbone dissociation.  As discussed in Chapter 3, the 
retention of the noncovalent interactions limits the applicability of ECD in the sequence 
analysis of large proteins.  However, due to this same retention of noncovalent interactions, 
ECD of protein ions can provide higher-order structural information through analysis of the 
product ion dissociation pattern.  The c′-/z•-type product ion distribution formed during ECD 
has been used to study the structural protection throughout the protein.  Product ions formed 
by backbone cleavage in regions with very little structure will readily separate and be 
detected.  The regions of the protein that are stabilized by higher-order structure will be 
evidenced by the low abundance of c′-/z•-type product ions because these product ions will 
be held together by noncovalent interactions after backbone dissociation.  ECD has been used 
to analyze the structural changes dependent on protein charge state [5, 6] as well as structural 
changes induced by a vibrational unfolding of the protein in the gas phase [5, 7].   
Due to the Coulombic repulsion between charge sites and limited charge solvation in 
the gas phase, protein charge state has a strong influence on the stable gas-phase protein 
structure [8-10].  IMS studies have shown that the protein cross-section spans from a 
near-native compact cross-section for lower charge states to a fully extended cross-section 
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for higher charge states [11-14].  ECD has been used to monitor protein unfolding due to 
increased charge state.  It was found that the relative yield of c′- and z•-ions from ECD of 
ubiquitin correlated well with ion cross-section determined by IMS [5].  Comparison of the 
dissociation pattern of different charge states was used to determine which noncovalent 
interactions were disrupted by the increase in protein charge.  It was also found that 
comparison of the ECD product ion dissociation pattern could reveal helical unfolding in the 
gas-phase structure of the KIX bundle protein resulting from increased charge [6].  These 
studies show that ECD can be used to monitor the structural stability of a protein ion as a 
function of increasing charge state. 
ECD has also been used to monitor induced unfolding of the protein gas-phase 
structure by vibrational excitation using IR absorption and thermal denaturation [5, 7].  The 
use of a vibrational technique to disrupt noncovalent interactions with ECD is termed 
activated-ion ECD (AI-ECD) [15].  ECD was used to study the kinetic intermediates formed 
by pulsed IR laser unfolding and refolding in the gas phase of the protein cytochrome c [7].  
It was found that regions which underwent structural changes due to IR activation were 
detected by the increase in formation of c′-/z•-type product ions.  ECD was also used to 
monitor the changes in protein structure as a function of thermal denaturation [5].  The ratio 
of the abundances of the c′-/z•-type product ions compared to the abundance of the 
charge-reduced species, which results from a folded structure, was used to calculate an 
equilibrium constant for a given temperature.  The calculated equilibrium constants were 
used to derive the overall unfolding enthalpy of each charge state of ubiquitin.  Vibrational 
excitation combined with ECD can be used to probe and manipulate protein structure to 
understand and characterize protein gas-phase structure.  In this work, the gas-phase structure 
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of ubiquitin was probed using sequential and simultaneous AI-ECD methods in a hybrid 
linear ion trap / time-of-flight (LIT-TOF) mass spectrometer.  IR activation was used to 
disrupt noncovalent interactions, and the structural stability of the protein was monitored 
using ECD. 
4.2 Experimental 
4.2.1 Samples 
 To monitor protein unfolding in the gas phase, the well-studied protein ubiquitin was 
used.  Bovine ubiquitin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and used 
without further purification.  Solutions were prepared at a concentration of 5 µM in 50/50 v/v 
acetonitrile/water with 1% acetic acid to aid in the electrospray process.  ECD and 
simultaneous AI-ECD (ECD+IR) were used to dissociate the +7 through the +12 charge state 
ions of ubiquitin.  IR activation prior to ECD (IR/ECD) was used to study the structure of the 
+12 charge state ion. 
4.2.2 Data analysis 
 Product ions were identified using the data analysis software described in Chapter 2.  
To study the unfolding of these protein structures, the abundances of the c′-/z•-type product 
ions specific to ECD were monitored.  The data were plotted as a function of cleavage site to 
illustrate the dependence of product ion formation on location within the protein sequence. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 IR-induced protein unfolding 
 Sequential AI-ECD, specifically IR/ECD, increased the abundances and number of 
c′-/z•-type product ions via regional structural unfolding.  Greater product ion abundance and 
increased product ion formation resulted from longer IR activation times.  Analysis of the 
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product ion abundances as a function of cleavage site revealed the regions of the protein that 
became unfolded with the addition of IR activation (Figure 4.1) 
 
The product ions from ECD increased in abundance and new product ions were 
observed as IR activation was increased from 0 to 50 ms for an electron irradiation time of 5 
ms.  The short time for ECD accentuates the effect of IR activation on protein structure 
because limited dissociation was observed with no IR activation.  The majority of new 
product ions formed were z•-type ions, and nearly complete C-terminal sequence coverage 
was observed for the longest IR activation times.  The appearance of new C-terminal product 
ions indicated that IR activation induces unfolding of the C-terminus.  The addition of IR 
activation increased the formation of c′-ions but not to the same extent of new z•-ions.  The 
Figure 4.1 Comparison of the dissociation pattern formed from IR/ECD of the +12 charge state 
ion of ubiquitin.  IR activation times ranged from 0 to 50 ms prior to electron irradiation of 5 ms.  
The summed abundance of the c′-type ions is represented by the filled cyan bars, and the summed 
abundance of the z•-type ions is represented by the hollow blue bars. 
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limited formation of N-terminal product ions showed increased protection of N-terminus 
compared with the C-terminus. 
 A second confirmation of C-terminal unfolding was evident from the product ion 
distribution formed during ECD+IR.  The summed abundances of the c′-type and z•-type 
product ions at each cleavage site from ECD and ECD+IR of the +12 charge states ion of 
ubiquitin are shown in Figure 4.2. 
The addition of IR activation simultaneously with ECD resulted in increase formation of 
c′- and z•-type product ions.  The increase in C-terminal product ions confirmed the trend that 
was observed for IR/ECD and suggests that IR activation induces unfolding of the 
C-terminus.  As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the unfolding of the C-terminus was observed for 
ECD at long electron irradiation times.  However, the abundance of these newly formed 
Figure 4.2 Comparison of dissociation pattern formed from ECD and ECD+IR of the +12 charge 
state ion of ubiquitin for activation times ranging from 5 to 20 ms.  The summed abundance of the 
c′-type ions is represented by the filled cyan bars, and that of the z•-type ions is represented by the 
hollow blue bars. 
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z•-ions was severely reduced to what was observed with ECD+IR.  The increase in z•-type 
product ion abundance indicates that the C-terminus is unfolding due to IR activation. 
 The unfolding of the C-terminus with IR activation was observed for multiple charge 
state ions of ubiquitin.  The summed abundances of the c′-type and z•-type product ions are 
each cleavage site from ECD and ECD+IR of the +9 charge state ion of ubiquitin is shown in 
Figure 4.3. 
The data for ECD+IR of the +12 ubiquitin ion (Figure 4.2) and ECD+IR of the +9 
ubiquitin ion (Figure 4.3) show that C-terminal unfolding occurred for multiple charge state 
ions of ubiquitin.  The similarity in structural unfolding for the +9 and +12 charge state ions 
of ubiquitin indicates a common structural feature.  Structural similarity for the +9 through 
the +12 charge state ions has been shown by high field asymmetric ion mobility spectrometry 
(FAIMS) which separates by shape-to-charge as opposed to mass-to-charge ratio used in 
Figure 4.3 Comparison of dissociation pattern formed from ECD and ECD+IR of the +9 charge 
state ion of ubiquitin for activation times ranging from 5 to 20 ms.  The summed abundance of the 
c′-type ions is represented by the filled cyan bars, and that of the z•-type ions is represented by the 
hollow blue bars. 
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mass spectrometry.  Using FAIMS, it has been concluded that the +9 through the +12 charge 
state ions of ubiquitin have either a single conformation or a family of structures so similar 
that it remains unresolved [16].   
 IR activation both sequentially to and simultaneously with ECD, has been shown to 
increase the abundance and formation of c′-type and z•-type product ions.  IR activation of 
the parent ions induces unfolding in the C-terminus as evidenced by the formation of new, 
abundant z•-ions and by the increase in the abundance of the these ions with increased IR 
activation.  Structural unfolding was observed for the N-terminus but to less of an extent than 
the C-terminus.  The termini became unfolded because of the disruption of noncovalent 
interactions as a result of the absorption of IR photons.   
4.3.2 Protonation site determination using ECD+IR 
 ECD+IR was performed on multiple charge state ions of ubiquitin resulting in 
increased sequence coverage compared to ECD, as seen in Chapter 3.  IR irradiation 
simultaneously with ECD disrupted noncovalent interactions in both the parent and product 
ions resulting in the greatest increases in c′-/z•-ion formation and abundances.  It has been 
shown that ECD can be used to determine that charge sites in a protein from the product ion 
distribution [5, 16].  Backbone cleavage in ECD has been shown to occur close to the 
electron capture site [17], which is often at a charge site [18], so the distribution and charges 
of the product ions from ECD can reveal charge sites.  The addition of IR activation 
enhances the application of ECD for charge site determination because the disruption of 
noncovalent interactions increases the number of product ions detected.  MS/MS spectra 
produced by ECD+IR of the +9, +10, +11, and +12 charge state ions of ubiquitin were used 
to determine the charge sites.   
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Ubiquitin has thirteen possible protonation sites with twelve basic residues and the 
N-terminus.  The sequence of ubiquitin is shown in Figure 4.4 with the basic sites 
highlighted in orange.  The product ion distribution formed by ECD+IR of the +12 charge 
state ion of ubiquitin as a function of cleavage site is shown in Figure 4.5. 
 
MQIFVKTLTG   KTITLEVEPS   DTIENVKAKI   
QDKEGIPPDQ   QRLIFAGKQL  EDGRTLSDYN   
IQKESTLHLV    LRLRGG 
Figure 4.4 Amino acid sequence of ubiquitin with the basic residues 
highlighted in orange. 
Figure 4.5 Product ion distribution resulting from ECD+IR (20 ms) of the 
+12 charge state ion of ubiquitin.  The product ions are classified by the 
charge remaining on the N-terminus after backbone dissociation.  Those 
N-terminal products assigned by the charge on the c′-ion are represented by 
filled cyan circles.  The N-terminal products assigned by the charge on the 
complementary z•-ion are represented by the hollow blue circles.  The 
relative sizes of the circles represent the abundance of the product ions 
formed.  The bars represent the possible charge sites.  The teal bars 
represent charged sites, and the pink bars represent the basic residues that 
are not charged.  
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For the product ion distribution plots, the product ions are organized by the charge 
remaining on the N-terminal product.  For c′-ions, the charge on the N-terminal product was 
the charge of the c′-ion (filled cyan circles).  To calculate the charge remaining on the 
N-terminus from z•-ion charge (hollow blue circles), Equation 4.1 was used. 
 
The parent ion charge is reduced by one through electron capture, and this reduced charge is 
the amount of charge that was partitioned between the two product ions.  The charge on the 
N-terminal product is the charge not located on the z•-, or C-terminal, ion.  Hence the charge 
on the N-terminal product is the parent ion charge less one for electron capture and less the 
z•-ion charge.  For example, the charge remaining on the N-terminal product formed by 
dissociation of the +12 parent ion resulting in the production of a z3+• ion would be 12 - 1 - 3 
= 8. The sizes of the circles represent the abundance of the product ions.  The possible charge 
sites, i.e., arginine (R), histidine (H), lysine (K), and the N-terminus, are highlighted by the 
vertical bars.   
The product ion distribution from ECD+IR was used to determine the charge sites of 
the protein ion.  The number of charges on the N-terminal product was compared to the 
number of possible charge sites.  If the number of charges equaled the number of charge sites, 
then each site was protonated.  The presence of a non-protonated residue was determined 
when the number of charges was less than the number of charge sites.  For example, the 
series of c′-ions ranging from c2+ to c5+ contains a single charge and a single possible charge 
site: the N-terminus.  Therefore, the N-terminus must be protonated (teal bar).  The 
comparison of the number of charges and the possible charge sites was continued to 
determine that K6 and K11 were also protonated.  When product ions that included K27 and 
N-terminal ion charge = parent ion charge − 1 − z•-ion charge Equation 4.1 
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K29 were examined, it was discovered that the addition of these two possible charge sites 
was associated with an increase of only one charge.  The ions that include K27 and K29 had 
fewer charges than possible charge sites indicating that one of the two lysines was not 
protonated.  Closer examination revealed that the addition of K27 had no associated increase 
in N-terminal product charge, and the addition of K29 did result in the increase of N-terminal 
product charge.  The addition of the K27 basic site without a subsequent addition in 
N-terminal product charge led to the conclusion that K27 was not protonated in the +12 
charge state of ubiquitin (pink bar).   
Analysis of the rest of the potential charge sites showed that each addition of a charge 
site resulted in an increase in the charge state of the N-terminal product until H68 was 
included.  The addition of H68 to the N-terminal product did not result in an increase in the 
charge state of that product.  As with K27, the conclusion was that H68 was not protonated in 
the +12 charge state of ubiquitin.  However, the +12 charge state of ubiquitin can only have 
one site that is not protonated because it has twelve charges to distribute among thirteen 
possible charge sites.   
The solution to the inconsistency of two non-protonated sites in the +12 charge state 
of ubiquitin is found in the analysis by another method.  HDXMS has shown that the +12 
charge state of ubiquitin has two populations that exchange hydrogen for deuterium at 
different rates [8].  The presence of two populations defined by HDXMS led to the 
conclusion that there are two structures for the +12 charge state of ubiquitin.  The duplicity 
of structures for the +12 charge state of ubiquitin explains the potential for two sites that 
were not protonated as evidenced by the ECD+IR product ion dissociation pattern. 
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The distribution of charges in the +12 charge state of ubiquitin results in either K27 
or H68 uncharged.  It is expected that the histidine would not be charged because histidine 
has been shown to have a lower proton affinity than arginine or lysine [19].  However, 
protonation of both K27 and K29 would result in strong Coulombic repulsion between these 
proximate sites resulting in a lower proton affinity for both lysines [20].  Thus, to reduce 
Coulombic repulsion, the K27 was also found to be uncharged.  The observation of two 
possible uncharged basic sites implies that the gas-phase proton affinities of the two possible 
charge sites are similar. 
 
The analysis of the N-terminal product charge was performed on the MS/MS spectra 
resulting from ECD+IR for the +11 (Figure 4.6), +10 (Figure 4.7), and +9 (Figure 4.8) 
charge state ions of ubiquitin.  Teal bars represent the sites that are charged, pink bars 
indicate the sites that are not charged, and the orange bars represent the site that became 
uncharged upon reduction of charge state.  
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Figure 4.7 Product ion distribution resulting from ECD+IR (20 ms) of the 
+10 charge state ion of ubiquitin.  Explanation of plot is provided in caption 
of Figure 4.4.  New deprotonated sites are shown by the orange bar. 
Figure 4.6 Product ion distribution resulting from ECD+IR (20 ms) of the +11 
charge state ion of ubiquitin.  Explanation of plot is provided in caption of 
Figure 4.4.  There are no orange bars because both sites were predicted to be 
uncharged by the +12 ubiquitin ion. 
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 In the analysis of lower charge states, it was assumed that the sites that were not 
protonated in the higher charge state were also not protonated in the lower charge state since 
charge location is dependent on proton affinity [20].  This assumption proved consistent with 
the data for the +9 through +12 charge state ions of ubiquitin.  Analysis of dissociation 
pattern from the +11 charge state ion of ubiquitin revealed that both K27 and H68 were not 
charged.  The +10 charge state ion was not charged at K27, K48, and H68.  Loss of 
protonation at K6 was observed for the +9 charge state ion.  The assignment of the 
protonation sites agrees with the proton affinities of the amino acid residues because arginine 
has the highest proton affinity followed by lysine then histidine [19].  Proton affinity is also 
dependent on the proximity of other charge sites [20].  Of the seven lysines in ubiquitin, the 
three lysines that became uncharged with decreasing charge state most likely had reduced 
proton affinities as a result of the nearby charge sites. 
Figure 4.8 Product ion distribution resulting from ECD+IR (20 ms) of the +9 
charge state ion of ubiquitin.  Explanation of plot is provided in caption of 
Figure 4.4.  New deprotonated site is shown by the orange bar.
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The decrease in the parent ion charge state helped and hindered the assignment of 
charge sites based on the N-terminal product charge.  As the charge state of the parent ion 
decreased, analysis became more difficult due to the decrease product ion formation.  The 
reduction in product ion formation is due to the decrease in potential electron capture sites 
and the increase in noncovalent interactions which can hold product ions together after 
backbone cleavage.  The addition of IR activation decreased the influence of noncovalent 
interactions but did not eliminate it.  The decrease in product ion formation was countered by 
the increase in information due to the overlap N-terminal product charge determined by 
c′- and z•-ions.   
4.3.3 Electron capture locations 
 The analysis of the number of charges on the N-terminal products led to the 
assignment of charge sites for multiple charge state ions of ubiquitin.  Analysis of the product 
ion distribution from ECD+IR can also be used to propose electron capture sites of the parent 
ion.  To use the same example as before, the singly charged c′-ions, c2+ through c5+, were 
used to determine that the charge was located on the N-terminus.  To form these small singly 
charged c′-ions, electron capture had to occur at a separate charged site.  Product ions from 
ECD have been shown to cluster around the charge sites where electron capture occurs [17], 
so the electron capture site was most likely near where backbone cleavage occurred.  
Therefore, it is concluded that the protonated K6 was the electron capture site for the 
backbone cleavage that resulted in the formation of the c2+ through c5+ ions.  While electron 
capture site cannot be determined for each product ion formed due to the possibility of 
radical migration during or after electronic relaxation through the Rydberg orbitals [21-23], 
the clustering of product ions around each of the charge sites indicates that electron capture 
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most likely occurred every protonation site instead of at a few.  Also, contrary to what has 
been published [5], the cluster of product ions around each charge state shows that backbone 
cleavage occurs in both the N- and C-terminal directions from the electron capture site.   
Preferential electron capture has been proposed to occur in multiply charged protein 
ions.  It is hypothesized that electron capture occurs at the less basic sites, i.e., sites with 
lower proton affinities [24].  Preferential electron capture at charge sites would result in 
higher product ion formation and abundance clustered around that charge site.  While 
preferential electron capture cannot be predicted currently, analysis of the product ion 
abundances would provide insight to the proton affinity of the individual charge sites.   
4.4 Summary and conclusions 
 ECD is a crucial dissociation technique in the analysis of protein structure because of 
the retention of noncovalent interactions upon backbone cleavage.  The addition of IR 
activation followed by ECD showed that the increase in product ion formation was due to the 
unraveling of the higher-order structure at the C-terminus of ubiquitin.  C-terminal unfolding 
was confirmed using ECD+IR, and it was shown that C-terminal unfolding is common for 
multiple charge state ions of ubiquitin.  The addition of IR activation increased the structural 
disorder of the N-terminus but not to the same extent as the C-terminus.  Finally, ECD+IR 
was used to probe the sites of protonation in multiple charge state ions of ubiquitin.  The 
product ions were used to determine the charge remaining on the N-terminal product.  The 
comparison of the number of charges on the N-terminal product with the number of possible 
charge sites was used to predict which basic sites were protonated.  The clusters of product 
ions around these charge sites indicated that each site was capable of electron capture and 
that the radical could initiate backbone dissociation on either side of the charge site. 
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Chapter 5 
Ion-Molecule Reactions Probe Reactivity of z•-ions 
5.1 Introduction 
 Electron capture dissociation (ECD) tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is useful 
method for peptide sequencing due to efficient backbone cleavage which leads to near 
complete sequence coverage for peptides and smaller proteins [1-4].  These backbone 
cleavages form c′- and z•-type product ions from the dissociation of the N-Cα bond [1].  
Differentiation of the c′- and z•-type product ions in the ECD MS/MS spectrum increases the 
likelihood of correct protein identification using database searching [5].  ECD product ions 
can be distinguished because the z•-type product ion have a fundamentally different 
chemistry from the c′-type ions.   
 Radical molecules are known to undergo different types of chemistry than 
even-electron molecules.  One specific example is the spontaneous reaction of gaseous alkyl 
radicals with molecular oxygen in the upper atmosphere.  In this reaction, oxygen acts as a 
radical scavenger and binds to the alkyl radical to form an alkylperoxy radical (Scheme 1) [6].   
•• ⎯→⎯+ 22 ROOR M  
In the upper atmosphere, this reaction often requires a third reactant (M) that removes excess 
internal energy released during C-O bond formation.  However, the necessity of the third 
reactant to remove excess internal energy decreases as the size of the alkyl radical increases 
because the bond formation energy can be distributed throughout the degrees of freedom of 
the alkyl radical.  This reaction occurs at very high rates and is often considered spontaneous 
Scheme 1
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because the formation of alkylperoxy radicals is the only fate observed for alkyl radicals in 
atmospheric chemistry [6].   
 The reaction between a radical ion formed from an electron capture event and 
molecular oxygen has been demonstrated using z•-type ions formed from a variety of 
techniques [7-9].  This reaction was first employed using oxygen as the bath gas in a linear 
ion trap (LIT) during electron transfer dissociation (ETD) [7].  The z•-ions readily reacted to 
form the oxygen-adduct as evidenced by a shift in the z•-ion mass by 32 daltons.  Increases in 
the adduct internal energy via increased bath gas temperature or collisional activation 
resulted in loss of the oxygen-adduct.  The formation of the oxygen-adduct led to facile 
classification of z•-ions which improved sequence identification [7].  Identification of z•-ions 
can also be used as a postsearch filter to improve protein identification from low quality ETD 
MS/MS spectra [5].   
Molecular oxygen has also been used for the identification of radical product ions 
produced from ECD [8].  In these experiments, oxygen was leaked into the mass 
spectrometer in a region separate from the ECD reaction chamber.  Because oxygen was not 
used as a bath gas, the use of the ion-molecule reaction for the identification of z•-ions was 
selective.  Product ions that had reacted with oxygen were compared with those ions that had 
not to classify c′- and z•-type ions.  The differentiation of c′-ions from z•-ions was utilized in 
a de novo sequencing algorithm.  Backbone cleavage points were determined by the presence 
of a c′- or z•-ion.  The de novo sequencing program used the overlap of a confirmed z•-ion 
with a c′-ion to increase the confidence of that cleavage point in the protein.  Successful 
analysis relied on overlap of the c′- and z•-ion series and was therefore limited to peptides 
and small proteins which exhibit high sequence coverage.  These two studies show how the 
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ion-molecule reaction between molecular oxygen and radical ions can be used for positive 
identification of z•-ions which aids in peptide sequencing. 
The ion-molecule reaction between radical ions and oxygen has also been used to 
monitor through-space radical migration.  In these experiments, the radical was generated by 
the homolytic cleavage of an iodo-carbon bond on an aromatic residue of a small polypeptide 
cation [9].  Reaction between this radical cation and molecular oxygen was used to determine 
the radical location.  Through-space radical migration was used to explain the differences in 
fragmentation pattern based on the chemical environment of the radical.  In this study, the 
ion-molecule reaction between molecular oxygen and radical ions was used to probe the 
location and chemical environment of the radical. 
 In the mechanism for backbone dissociation following electron capture, the radical is 
generated on the N-terminal alpha-carbon of the z•-ion [1].  To date, the radical on the z•-type 
product ion has been assumed to remain at this location [7, 10, 11].  The position of the 
radical on the N-terminal alpha-carbon has been assumed for each variation of ECD that has 
been presented, including activated-ion ECD (AI-ECD) and hot ECD (HECD).  Due to the 
similarities in dissociation pattern, it has also been assumed that backbone dissociation 
occurs by the same mechanism for each electron capture technique and that the product ions 
have the same structures [2, 12].  However, it has been noted that the various electron capture 
techniques differ with respect to the excess ion internal energy after electron capture.  The 
excess internal energy in the ion after electron capture is thought to arise from Coulombic 
potential energy between the charge sites prior to backbone cleavage [13] and the 
recombination energy released upon electron capture [2, 3, 14].  Therefore, the variations in 
excess ion internal energy for the assorted electron capture techniques are due to the 
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differences in the electron capture process by the multiply charged cation.  For example, the 
radical cation formed during ETD is thought to have lower internal energy than the ion 
formed during ECD.  In ETD, the electron is transferred to the polycation by a gaseous 
electron-donor anion as opposed to the capture of a free electron in ECD.  Because the 
electron must be removed from the anion, the recombination energy released during electron 
transfer is reduced by the electron affinity of the anion [10, 14, 15].  AI-ECD and HECD 
form additional product ions due to the increased internal energy of the parent ions [3, 12].  
The increased internal energy comes from the activation of the ions using vibrational 
excitation (AI-ECD) [16] or from the conversion of electron kinetic energy to ion internal 
energy prior to capture of the decelerated electron, as proposed in the mechanism for HECD 
[12].  The additional product ions resultant from the increased ion internal energy include 
increased prevalence of a•- and y-type ions from the minor radical dissociation channel as 
well as side-chain losses [2, 3].  The formation of a•- and y-ions requires the dissociation of 
two bonds and therefore is typically observed in parent ions with increased internal energy 
[2]. 
The excess internal energy of the ions after electron capture could lead to radical 
migration away from the site of formation on the N-terminal alpha-carbon.  It has been 
shown that the radical can migrate through-space and along the backbone to other positions 
and induce dissociation away from the initial electron capture site [10, 13, 17].  This radical 
migration has been observed in the charge-reduced species and z•-type product ions formed 
using ECD without additional ion activation [9, 10, 17, 18].  Calculations have shown that 
the various alpha-carbon positions along the backbone do not differ greatly with respect to 
radical stability [13].  When internal energy through collisional activation is added to the 
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radical cation formed from ECD to induce further dissociation, it has been shown that the 
dissociation pattern follows a radical-driven dissociation pathway.  New c′-/z•-type product 
ions along with side-chain losses confirm the possibility of radical migration [5, 19-21].  The 
work presented here uses the ion-molecule reaction between z•-type product ions and oxygen 
to probe the reactivity of the z•-ions with implications of the effects of ion internal energy on 
radical migration. 
5.2 Experimental 
5.2.1 Samples 
 To monitor the ion internal energy effects of various electron capture methods, the 
peptide neurotensin (pELYENKPRRPYIL) was analyzed.  Neurotensin was purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and used without further purification.  Solutions were 
prepared at a concentration of 5 µM in 50/50 v/v acetonitrile/water with 1% formic acid to 
aid in the electrospray process.  The z102+•, z112+•, and the z122+• product ions were formed 
using ECD, AI-ECD, and HECD of the +3 charge state ion of neurotensin.  The z•-ions were 
then trapped in the LITtherm for reaction with molecular oxygen to monitor the reactivity of 
the z•-ions.  The z122+• ion was collisionally activated in the ECDLIT prior to reaction with 
oxygen to monitor the effects of product ion internal energy on reactivity with oxygen.  
Details of the different electron capture techniques and the instrument modifications 
necessary to implement the ion-molecule reaction can be found in Chapters 1 and 2. 
5.2.2 Data analysis 
 Product ions were identified using the search program described in Chapter 2.  A 
separate program was written using LabView code (National Instruments) to detect the 
formation of the oxygen adduct by searching for peaks at 32 Da/charge heavier.  The 
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presence of the oxygen adduct was confirmed manually.  The program output the abundance 
of the product ion and the oxygen adduct.  The reactivity of the z•-ions was monitored in 
terms of reactivity with oxygen, called the O2 reactivity.  The O2 reactivity represents the 
fraction of the z•-ion population that is reactive to oxygen.  The O2 reactivity is equal to the 
abundance of the reactive z•-ion divided by the summed abundance of the non-reactive and 
the reactive z•-ions (Equation 5.1). 
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5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Confirmation of z•-ion reactivity with oxygen 
 Oxygen was leaked into the LITtherm during ECD MS/MS experiments to confirm the 
reactivity of z•-ions and the non-reactivity of c′-ions.  The O2 reactivities for selected z•- and 
c′-ions of neurotensin formed during ECD are shown in Figure 5.1.  These reactivities are 
plotted as a function of the oxygen flow rate into the LITtherm.   
 
Figure 5.1 a) O2 reactivity of z•-type product ions formed by ECD of neurotensin. b) O2 
reactivity of c′- type product ions formed by ECD of neurotensin.  O2 reactivity is plotted as a 
function of O2 gas flow rate leaked into the LITtherm.  The trial was repeated four times. 
Equation 5.1 
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The O2 reactivity of each of the z•-type ions increased until stasis was reached, but the 
c′-type ions did not react with oxygen at all.  The increase in O2 reactivity with the increase 
in partial pressure of oxygen was expected from what is observed in atmospheric chemistry 
where the rate of reaction is dependent on oxygen concentration [6].  Leaking oxygen into 
the LITtherm was impractical because of the decreased lifetime of the electron filament due to 
oxidation [22].  Therefore, the second reaction instrumental configuration, described in 
Chapter 2, was adopted.  Briefly, this second configuration used ambient oxygen from the 
nano-electrospray (nESI) source in the instrument, and the ion-molecule reaction was 
performed in the LITtherm. 
5.3.2 Electron kinetic energy and O2 reactivity 
 When oxygen was added to z•-type ions formed during ETD, the reaction went to 
completion, and the entire population converted to the oxygen adduct form [7].  However, 
the z•-ions formed from ECD and HECD in the ECDLIT did not behave in the same manner 
(Figure 5.2). 
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In this figure, it is evident that the z•-type ions formed during ECD (top spectrum) reacted 
with oxygen to form the oxygen adduct, but the z•-ions formed during HECD do not, as seen 
in the bottom spectrum.  The difference between these techniques is the electron kinetic 
energy, so the O2 reactivity of selected z•-ions was monitored as a function of electron kinetic 
energy (Figure 5.3). 
Figure 5.2 a) ECD MS/MS spectrum of the +3 charge state ion of neurotensin followed by 
reaction with oxygen. b) HECD (7 eV electrons) MS/MS spectrum of the +3 charge state ion 
of neurotensin followed by reaction with oxygen.  The z102+•, z112+•, and z122+• product ions are 
highlighted in blue, and the oxygen adducts for these ions are highlighted in green. 
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The decrease in O2 reactivity with increasing electron kinetic energy represents a 
decrease in the fraction of the population of the z•-ion that reacts to form the oxygen adduct.  
In this plot, some of the O2 reactivity values are negative because the abundances of the 
z•-ions and the oxygen adducts were noise-subtracted before determination of the reactivity.  
For each z•-ion studied, the O2 reactivity decreased as the electron kinetic energy was 
increased until no oxygen adduct formation was observed.  The decrease in O2 reactivity for 
z•-type ions as electron kinetic energy was increased implies there is a structural difference 
between z•-type ions formed from different electron capture techniques. 
5.3.3 Ion internal energy manipulation 
 The O2 reactivity for a given z•-ion changed depending on the electron capture 
technique used.  The techniques used so far, ETD [7], ECD, and HECD, differ in ion internal 
energy after electron capture and are ranked as ETD < ECD < HECD.  The internal energy of 
the radical ions formed during ETD is decreased because the recombination energy is 
reduced by the electron affinity of the anion donor [3, 12].  The radical ions formed during 
Figure 5.3 O2 reactivity of the z132+•, z122+•, and z112+• ions from neurotensin as a function of dc 
bias between the electron filament and the rods of the ECDLIT.  The electron kinetic energy is the 
dc bias +1.75 to compensate for the difference in work function involved in thermionic electron 
emission as described in Chapter 2. 
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HECD have increased ion internal energy due to the conversion of electron kinetic energy to 
ion internal energy prior to capture of the decelerated electron [12].  To further study the 
behavior of radical ions, manipulation of the ion internal energy was required.  In the ECDLIT, 
two ways were used to manipulate the ion internal energy: variation of the helium bath gas 
pressure and incorporation of IR activation of the ions. 
The helium bath gas pressure affects ion internal energy through collisions that 
transfer internal energy between the ions and the helium atoms.  Changes in pressure result in 
changes in collisional cooling rate due to differences in number density of the bath gas at 
different pressures [22, 23].  Higher collisional cooling rates ensure more rapid transfer of 
excess ion internal energy to the bath gas.  Radical ions generated by electron capture 
techniques have an increased internal energy as a result of the recombination energy released 
in the formation of the radical.  In the ECDLIT, the pressure is such that excess internal energy 
is rapidly lost to the bath gas through collisions.  By decreasing the helium bath gas pressure, 
the collisional cooling rate is decreased, and the ions maintain increased internal energy state 
for a longer lifetime.  The O2 reactivity of the z122+• ion formed during ECD of neurotensin at 
a range of bath gas pressures varying from 0.004 mbar to 0.065 mbar is shown in Figure 5.4.   
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As discussed in Chapter 2, 
the pressure in the ECDLIT was 
calculated using the measured 
temperature and the thin aperture 
conductance formula [24].  The 
pressure was observed to change 
with time as the filament heated the 
bath gas, and a steady-state bath gas 
temperature of 65°C was assumed 
to be the temperature during these 
experiments.  The steady-state 
temperature was used to calculate the conductance through the ECDLIT and therefore the 
pressure in the trapping region.  The O2 reactivity of the z•-ion that was not trapped for 
reaction with oxygen was monitored as a control to ensure that the helium bath gas pressure 
in the ECDLIT did not affect ion behavior in the LITtherm.  The O2 reactivity of the z122+• ion 
increased with increasing helium bath gas pressure.  At high bath gas pressures, the radical 
was reactive to oxygen, but the reactivity of the z•-ion was lost at low bath gas pressures.  
The loss of reactivity at lower bath gas pressures, and therefore lower collisional cooling 
rates, shows that when the ion has a longer lifetime with increased internal energy, the 
radical becomes non-reactive to oxygen.  The dependence of O2 reactivity on helium bath gas 
pressure implies that the ion has some extra internal energy after ECD, presumably from the 
recombination energy, which affects the reactivity of the z•-ions with oxygen.  
Figure 5.4 O2 reactivity of the z122+• ion of neurotensin 
formed during ECD (25 ms) as a function of helium bath 
gas pressure in the ECDLIT.  The hollow symbols 
represent those ions that were not trapped for reaction 
with oxygen; the filled symbols represent those ions that 
were trapped for reaction with oxygen.  The error bars 
represent the uncertainty of the experimental isotopic 
abundances compared with theoretical isotopic 
abundances. 
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To confirm that z•-type product ions formed during HECD are not reactive with 
oxygen, the O2 reactivity of the z122+•ion with and without extended trapping in the LITtherm 
for reaction with oxygen was monitored as a function of helium bath gas pressure in the 
ECDLIT (Figure 5.5).  The 
extended trapping time for 
reaction with oxygen did not 
result in a significant difference 
in O2 reactivity for the z122+• 
ion formed during HECD.  
Also, the z•-ion formed from 
HECD reacted with oxygen 
significantly less than the z•-ion 
formed from ECD at all bath 
gas pressures except the lowest 
pressures.  The overlap in O2 reactivity at the lowest bath gas pressures shows that the z•-type 
ions formed during ECD at low bath gas pressures are similar to the z•-type ions formed 
during HECD at any pressure.   
The z•-ion formed during ECD at low helium bath gas pressures behaved like a z•-ion 
with high internal energy while the z•-ion formed during ECD at high bath gas pressures 
behaved like a z•-ion with low internal energy.  The difference in behavior for the z•-ions 
formed during ECD is due to the difference in collisional cooling rates between high and low 
bath gas pressures.  The z•-ions from ECD are formed with the same amount of released 
recombination energy, but the lifetime of this energetic ion is determined by the collisional 
Figure 5.5 O2 reactivity of the z122+• ion of neurotensin 
formed during ECD (25 ms, blue circle) and HECD (15 
ms, navy square) as a function of helium bath gas pressure.  
The hollow symbols represent ions that were not trapped 
for reaction with oxygen; the filled symbols represent ions 
that were trapped for reaction with oxygen. 
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cooling rate.  At low bath gas pressures, the lifetime of the excited ion is such that the 
reactivity of the radical ion changes.  At high bath gas pressures, the excess internal energy 
of the ion is lost to the bath gas before the reactivity of the radical ion changes.  The 
dependence of O2 reactivity on helium bath gas pressure for z•-ions from ECD suggests that 
the lifetime of the excited ion determines the reactivity of the z•-ion with oxygen.  The z•-ions 
formed during HECD exhibit no difference in O2 reactivity with the changes in helium bath 
gas pressure.  The independence of O2 reactivity for the z•-ions formed during HECD from 
bath gas pressure implies that the mechanism of HECD is so energetic that the internal 
energy effects from the bath gas are relatively insignificant.   
To establish whether ion internal energy determines the O2 reactivity for this ion, the 
z•-ions were formed using simultaneous AI-ECD (ECD+IR) and then trapped for reaction 
with oxygen.  The addition of IR activation, covered in Chapter 3, increases the ion internal 
energy through the absorption of IR photons.  This internal energy is adequate for the 
disruption of noncovalent interactions but not sufficient to cleave the peptide backbone.  In 
Figure 5.6, the O2 reactivity of 
the z122+• formed from ECD, 
which has been shown to react 
extensively with oxygen at high 
bath gas pressures, HECD, 
which has been shown not to 
react with oxygen, and ECD+IR 
are shown.  Like the z•-ions 
formed during ECD, the O2 
Figure 5.6 O2 reactivity of the z122+• ion of neurotensin 
formed during ECD (25 ms, blue circle), HECD (15 ms, 
navy square), and ECD+IR (25 ms, red diamond) and 
trapped for reaction with oxygen as a function of helium 
bath gas pressure in the ECDLIT. 
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reactivity of the z•-ions formed during ECD+IR has a dependence on the helium bath gas 
pressure.  As the bath gas pressure was increased, the O2 reactivity increased due to the effect 
of collisional cooling with the helium bath gas on ion internal energy.  However, the O2 
reactivity of the z•-ions formed during ECD+IR is decreased compared to the O2 reactivity of 
the z•-ions formed during ECD at all bath gas pressures.  The decrease in O2 reactivity of the 
z•-ions formed during ECD+IR is due to the increase in ion internal energy from IR 
activation during product ion formation.  From Figure 5.6, it can be concluded that ion 
internal energy increases from ECD to ECD+IR to HECD. 
During ECD and HECD, excess internal energy of the parent ion is statistically 
distributed to the product ions [25, 26].  During ECD+IR, both the parent and product ions 
are activated by IR photons, so it is uncertain whether the O2 reactivity is dependent on the 
parent ion or product ion internal energy.  To determine the influence parent and product ion 
internal energy, sequential AI-ECD was used.  IR activation prior to electron irradiation 
(IR/ECD) exclusively activates the parent ion.  Exclusive activation of the product ions is 
achieved by IR activation 
after electron irradiation 
(ECD/IR).  The O2 
reactivities for the z122+• ion 
of neurotensin formed using 
the three AI-ECD techniques 
are shown in Figure 5.7.  
While the O2 reactivity of the 
z•-ions was not statistically 
Figure 5.7 O2 reactivity of the z122+• ion of neurotensin formed 
during ECD+IR (25 ms, red diamonds), IR/ECD (20 ms IR 
irradiation, 5 ms electron irradiation, pink triangles), and 
ECD/IR (20 ms electron irradiation, 20 ms IR irradiation, 
purple triangles) and trapped for reaction with oxygen as a 
function of helium bath gas pressure in the ECDLIT.   
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different for ECD/IR and ECD+IR, the z•-ions formed during IR/ECD have a statistically 
higher O2 reactivity at most bath gas pressures.  The z•-ions formed using ECD/IR, i.e., 
increased product ion internal energy, had an O2 reactivity most similar to the ions formed 
during ECD+IR.  The z•-ions formed using IR/ECD, i.e., increased parent ion internal energy, 
had the highest O2 reactivity of the three techniques.  The O2 reactivity for the z•-ions formed 
during IR/ECD is decreased from that of the ions formed during ECD.  The activation of the 
parent ions increased ion internal energy prior to dissociation by ECD, and the excess 
internal energy was distributed to the product ions [25, 26].  However, the z•-ion internal 
energy is less from IR/ECD than ECD/IR due to loss of parent ion internal energy as a result 
of collisional cooling prior to backbone dissociation.  Activation of the product ions caused a 
greater reduction in O2 reactivity than activation of the parent ions.  Because activation of the 
product ions decreased O2 reactivity more than activation of the parent ion, it was concluded 
that product ion internal energy exerts more influence on the O2 reactivity than the parent ion 
internal energy.   
5.3.4 Reactive and non-reactive z•-type product ions 
 The use of various helium bath gas pressures and IR activation determined that ion 
internal energy affects the O2 reactivity of z•-type product ions.  Sequential AI-ECD showed 
that product ion internal energy has more influence on O2 reactivity than parent ion internal 
energy.  To confirm that product ion internal energy directly affects the O2 reactivity, 
collisional activation was used to increase the z•-ion internal energy prior to reaction with 
oxygen.  The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5.8 for the z122+• ion from 
neurotensin. 
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The behavior of the z122+• ion formed during ECD (hollow circles) and ECD+IR 
(filled diamonds) are plotted as a function of the supplemental ac voltage to induce 
collisional activation of the z122+• ion.  The blue symbols represent the intensities of the 
non-reactive z•-ion species normalized by the intensity of the non-reactive species prior to 
collisional activation.  The intensity of the non-reactive species increased before the onset of 
dissociation, which occurred at approximately 4.5 V, for the z122+• ion formed from ECD and 
Figure 5.8 Effects of collisional activation on the non-reactive species, the O2 reactivity, and 
product ion abundances of the z122+• ion of neurotensin.  The open circles represent the use of 
conventional ECD, and the filled diamonds represent the use of ECD+IR to form the z122+• 
ion.  The blue symbols represent the intensity of the non-reactive species normalized by the 
intensity with no collisional activation.  The green symbols represent the O2 reactivity.  The 
purple symbols represent the intensity of the product ions formed from collisional activation 
normalized by the intensity of the non-reactive species with no collisional activation.  These 
traces are plotted as a function of the supplemental ac amplitude used to collisionally activate 
the ion in the ECDLIT. 
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ECD+IR.  The increase in the relative intensity of the non-reactive species was due to the 
decrease in the reactive species, as evidenced by the decrease in O2 reactivity, represented by 
the green symbols.  The O2 reactivity for the z122+• ion was higher when the z122+• ion was 
formed during ECD compared to when it was formed during ECD+IR.  This decrease in O2 
reactivity for z•-ions formed during ECD+IR was observed previously and is attributed to the 
increase in ion internal energy when ECD+IR was used.  As the internal energy of the z122+• 
ion was increased with collisional activation, the O2 reactivity decreased for the z122+• ion 
formed from both techniques, but the final O2 reactivity was the same for each technique 
implying that the ions reached some common state.  Because the decrease in O2 reactivity led 
to an increase in the non-reactive species, it was concluded that the increase in product ion 
internal energy converted the z122+• product ion from the reactive to the non-reactive species.  
The conversion in the relative populations of these two species was greater for the z•-ion 
formed during ECD because ECD produces a higher fraction of the z•-ion population as the 
reactive form, represented by the higher initial O2 reactivity.  The higher ion internal energy 
involved in ECD+IR decreased the population that is reactive to oxygen, so the addition of 
collisional activation had less of an effect in the conversion from the reactive to the 
non-reactive species.  The behavior of the z122+• product ion led to the conclusion that product 
ion internal energy affects the O2 reactivity of the ions. 
5.3.5 Reactive z•-ions and radical migration 
The decrease in reactivity as the z•-ion internal energy was increased led to the 
hypothesis that radical migration to a more stable location along the peptide backbone was 
responsible for the decrease in O2 reactivity.  Radical migration has been shown to occur in 
z•-type product ions through hydrogen abstraction and often results in further backbone 
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cleavage [10, 13, 19].  Excess internal energy in z•-ions, provided by collisional activation, 
has been shown to induce radical migration resulting in the formation of smaller z•-ions [19].  
It has been shown that z•-ions that are formed during ECD in a Fourier transform ion 
cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometer have sufficient internal energy for radical 
migration [13, 17].  Due to the low operating pressures in a FTICR, there are fewer collisions 
between ions and neutral molecules to remove excess ion internal energy.  In a LIT, the 
collisional cooling due to the high bath gas pressure removes the excess ion internal energy 
at a faster rate than radical migration.  Additional internal energy provided through IR or 
collisional activation is sufficient for radical migration to a more stable position along the 
peptide backbone. 
There are many possible locations in the z•-ion that would provide a more stable 
environment for the radical.  An example of a more stable location is beta to an aromatic 
group where the radical can be stabilized through conjugation [27].  Another option is for the 
radical to migrate from the N-terminal alpha-carbon to a different alpha-carbon which is 
adjacent to an electron donating group (amide nitrogen) and electron withdrawing group 
(protonated carbonyl).  The electron donating group and electron withdrawing group create 
stabilization through the captodative effect [27].  A third option is for the radical to migrate 
to a charge site where it is no longer reactive to oxygen because molecular oxygen reacts 
only with distonic radicals [9].  While the exact location of the stabilized radical in the z•-ion 
is unknown, the multiple alternative locations along the peptide backbone suggests that 
radical migration is responsible for the decrease of the reactivity of the z•-ions. 
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5.4 Summary and conclusions 
In these experiments, the O2 reactivity of z•-type product ions formed during different 
electron capture techniques was studied to determine reactivity of the z•-ion dependence on 
ion internal energy.  A qualitative potential energy diagram was constructed to describe the 
ion internal energy for the different dissociation techniques used and to explain the 
dichotomous behavior of the z•-type ions (Figure 5.9).  The data have shown that there are 
two types z•-ion structures which can be divided into the broad categories of reactive and 
non-reactive species.  The two species of z•-ions are represented by the two potential wells in 
Figure 5.9.  In these experiments, conversion between these two species was only observed 
from the reactive z•-ion to the non-reactive z•-ion.  Thus, the non-reactive z•-ion is concluded 
to be energetically more stable than the reactive z•-ion.  The conversion from the reactive 
z•-ion to the non-reactive z•-ion required collisional activation to increase the ion internal 
energy.  Therefore, there must be an activation barrier limiting isomerization between these 
two species of z•-ions.   
The O2 reactivity was dependent on the dissociation technique used to produce z•-ions.  
The z•-ions formed during ECD were the most reactive to oxygen while the z•-ions formed 
from techniques with increased ion internal energy, ECD+IR and HECD, were less reactive 
to oxygen. The decrease in O2 reactivity with the increase in ion internal energy suggested 
that the ion internal energy determined the relative populations of the two species of z•-ions.  
Dissociation techniques that increased the ion internal energy formed a higher population of 
the more stable non-reactive z•-ions.  Therefore, the dissociation techniques were ranked by 
ion internal energy: ECD < AI-ECD < HECD.   
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Sequential AI-ECD showed that product ion internal energy had a larger effect on O2 
reactivity than parent ion internal energy.  The addition of collisional activation of the z122+• 
product ion induced conversion from the reactive species to the non-reactive species prior to 
the onset of dissociation.  These two experiments established that product ion internal energy 
determines the relative populations of these two z•-ion structures.  According the dissociation 
mechanism for ECD, cleavage of the N-Cα bond results in the formation of a z•-ion with the 
radical located on the N-terminal alpha-carbon.  With little to no excess internal energy, the 
radical remains at this position and is reactive to oxygen.  Excess internal energy of the 
product ion, provided by either the dissociation technique or supplemental activation, is 
sufficient for radical migration to a location of higher radical stability and therefore reduced 
reactivity. 
 
 
Figure 5.9 Qualitative potential energy diagram developed that in which it was 
observed that product ion internal energy affects O2 reactivity of z•-ions. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Directions 
6.1 Summary and conclusions 
 The work presented in this dissertation demonstrates the applicability of activated-ion 
electron capture dissociation (AI-ECD) for the analysis of gas-phase protein structure.  
AI-ECD was used to study the primary, secondary, and tertiary structure of ubiquitin.  It was 
shown that the incorporation of IR activation both sequentially to and simultaneously with 
electron capture dissociation (ECD) increased the formation of the c′-type and z•-type 
product ions typical to ECD.  Simultaneous AI-ECD (ECD+IR) proved to be the most 
efficient use of IR activation yielding the greatest increase in sequence coverage compared 
with ECD.  ECD+IR also proved useful in the determination of charge sites along the protein 
backbone.  The c′-/z•-type product ion distribution was used to determine charge sites of 
multiple charge state ions of ubiquitin and also to predict the sites of electron capture.  
Sequential AI-ECD, in particular the use of IR activation prior to electron irradiation 
(IR/ECD), was used to explain the increases in product ion formation that were observed 
with AI-ECD.  IR/ECD revealed that the incorporation of IR activation induced structural 
unfolding of the C-terminus of ubiquitin.   
Finally, ECD, AI-ECD, and hot electron capture dissociation (HECD) were used to 
study the z•-type product ions typical to each of these techniques.  Ion activation by the 
electron capture techniques was used in conjunction with the ion-molecule reaction between 
radical ions and molecular oxygen to probe the reactivity of z•-ions.  It was discovered that 
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the reactivity of the z•-ions was dependent on product ion internal energy which led to the 
hypothesis that increased product ion internal energy was sufficient for radical migration to a 
position of higher stability. 
6.2 Future LIT-TOF Modifications 
 The work presented in this dissertation utilized a hybrid linear ion trap / time-of-flight 
(LIT-TOF) mass spectrometer.  The LIT-TOF was modified to incorporate many different 
ion activation techniques, including collision induced dissociation (CID), infrared 
multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD), ECD, HECD, and AI-ECD.  The assortment of ion 
activation methods makes the LIT-TOF a unique instrument for direct comparison between 
different ion activation techniques.   
6.2.1 Temperature and pressure measurements in the ECDLIT 
 As discussed in Chapter 2, the exact temperature and pressure of the LIT used for ion 
activation (ECDLIT) are unknown and have been found to vary during an experiment.  It was 
initially assumed that the temperature of the ECDLIT was 20°C.  From this temperature, the 
conductance through the ECDLIT was calculated, and the conductance was used to determine 
the pressure.  However, the electron source, a resistively heated filament, was shown to 
increase the temperature of the ECDLIT over a span of several hours.   
The temperature of the ECDLIT was measured through the placement of a 
thermocouple at the approximate center of the ECDLIT.  The placement of the thermocouple 
prevented the application of the voltages used to manipulate the ions, so simultaneous protein 
analysis and temperature measurement cannot be performed in the ECDLIT.  Also, the 
pressure in the ECDLIT is still calculated using the conductance formula and the measured 
temperature.  The incorporation of a permanent thermocouple and pressure gauge would 
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allow direct measurements of temperature and pressure during an experiment.  Due to spatial 
restrictions and aluminum vacuum housing, the configuration for constant temperature and 
pressure measurements has not yet been implemented. 
6.2.2 Comparison of ion activation methods: ETD and ECD 
 In the literature, ECD and electron transfer dissociation (ETD) are often compared 
and considered to dissociate by the same mechanism with similar energetics [1-3].  However, 
there has been no direct comparison between ECD and ETD using the same instrument.  The 
lack of direct comparison between ECD and ETD is a result of the instruments typically used 
to carry out these experiments: ECD is commonly performed in a Fourier transform ion 
cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometer; ETD was developed for use in ion traps.  
Modification of the LIT-TOF to include ETD as an ion activation method would yield the 
first instrument that can provide direct comparison between ETD and ECD.   
To effect ETD in the LIT-TOF, a number of modifications must be implemented.  
The ECDLIT must be modified to trap ions of opposite polarities at the same time for the 
electron transfer reaction.  To trap both positive and negative ions, a low amplitude rf voltage 
is applied to the end lenses of the ECDLIT.  As electrons are not used in ETD, the addition of 
a rf voltage along the z-axis of the ECDLIT, which would result in increased electron kinetic 
energy in ECD, is not an issue.  A negative ion source for the production of the reagent 
anions must be added to the source region of the LIT-TOF.  A negative chemical ion source 
is commonly used, but negative mode electrospray ionization can also be used.  As positive 
and negative ions are generated from the same source region, the ion optics that guide the 
ions to the ECDLIT need to be able to switch between positive and negative ion transmission.  
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With these modifications, the LIT-TOF can be used for the first direct comparison between 
each of the electron capture techniques. 
6.3 Activated-ion electron capture dissociation 
 The incorporation of IR activation sequentially to and simultaneously with ECD was 
shown to increase the sequence coverage of the protein ubiquitin.  The collinear alignment of 
the IR photon and electron beams along the central axis of the ECDLIT ensured efficient 
overlap between ions, electrons, and photons.  The alignment of the IR and electron beams 
resulted in an increase in electron flux due to heating of the tungsten filament by the IR laser.  
The benefits of ECD+IR were shown to be the result of IR-induced protein unfolding and not 
increased electron flux. 
6.3.1 Large protein analysis 
 AI-ECD was developed for the analysis of large proteins with extensive noncovalent 
interaction networks [4-6].  For the work in this dissertation, AI-ECD was used to analyze 
ubiquitin ions of multiple charge states.  Ubiquitin was chosen because of its extensive 
characterization by ECD and AI-ECD in FTICR mass spectrometers [7-11].  However, 
ubiquitin is a relatively small protein (~8.6 kDa) and may not provide the best model for 
AI-ECD.  The analysis of larger proteins, such as cytochrome c and carbonic anhydrase, by 
AI-ECD would be beneficial to provide comparison between AI-ECD in the LIT-TOF and a 
FTICR.  The effects of IR activation would be expected to be greater for the larger proteins 
due to the increase in noncovalent interactions, as ECD of these proteins provides little 
sequence information [4, 12].   
 Aside from the analysis of larger proteins, the structure of the protein must be 
considered.  Thus far, proteins have been sampled from solutions with high organic content 
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(~50 %) which has been shown to induce unfolding to a helical state in solution.  The 
denatured helical structure is due to the destabilization of tertiary structure and the 
stabilization of helices in alcoholic solutions [13].  As an alternative, an aqueous ammonium 
acetate buffer at physiological pH has been shown to preserve noncovalent interactions of 
large macromolecular complexes upon desolvation implying retention of a more native-like 
conformation [14].  It has also been shown that the addition of ammonium acetate salt to the 
spraying solution does not increase the charge state distribution of protein ions, which is an 
indicator of structural unfolding, compared with purely aqueous solution [15].  It is expected 
that IR activation in AI-ECD of protein ions formed from aqueous ammonium acetate buffer 
solutions would have a greater effect in product ion formation.  The protein ions from 
aqueous solutions with more native conformations have more extensive noncovalent 
interactions.  Therefore, conventional ECD would be less effective, and the disruption of 
noncovalent interactions by IR activation would be of higher importance in sequencing these 
proteins. 
6.3.2 Incorporation with liquid chromatography 
 ECD+IR has been shown to increase the formation of product ions compared to ECD 
without a subsequent increase in activation time.  Thus, ECD+IR can be implemented in lieu 
of ECD with liquid chromatography (LC) for protein digest analysis [16, 17].  It is expected 
that the method for protein digestion would need to be studied.  Typically, the enzyme 
trypsin is used for protein digestion followed by LC-MS/MS analysis.  Trypsin, which 
cleaves C-terminal to the basic residues lysine and arginine, forms small (average 9.6 
residues [18]) peptides which are typically dications in the gas phase (charge located on the 
C-terminal basic residue and the N-terminus).  While ECD can be used in the analysis of 
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dications, it is much more effective for highly charged ions.  ECD of highly charged ions 
(n>3) often results in charges on both product ions which aids in product ion separation after 
backbone cleavage [19].  The advantages of ECD of highly charged ions implies that a 
digestion method that yields longer multiply charged peptides, such as microwave 
D-cleavage [18] or protein digestion by the enzyme Asp-N [20], would be more appropriate 
for AI-ECD analysis of protein digests. 
6.4 Gas-phase protein unfolding 
 The increase in product ion formation with the incorporation of IR activation with 
ECD was explained by the unfolding of the C-terminus of ubiquitin.  Analysis of the product 
ion distribution from IR/ECD at various IR activation times revealed the structural unfolding 
of ubiquitin due to the disruption of noncovalent interactions.  The gas-phase structure of 
ubiquitin was also analyzed by ECD+IR.  The charge state and distribution of the product 
ions allowed determination of the charge sites in multiple ubiquitin ions and led to the 
prediction that electron capture occurred at each charge site. 
6.4.1 Gas-phase unfolding and refolding 
 As mentioned previously, the protein solutions used in these experiments contained 
high amount of organic solvent which is known to induce protein unfolding.  The use of 
aqueous ammonium acetate buffer as the protein solvent would result in a more native-like 
gas-phase protein structure.  IR/ECD of protein ions produced from these physiological 
solvent conditions would provide insight into solution- and gas-phase protein structure.  
IR activation prior to electron irradiation was used to monitor protein unfolding in the 
gas phase.  For these experiments, the sequential AI-ECD experiments were performed 
without a delay period in between the two activation steps.  The incorporation of a delay 
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period between IR and electron irradiation would result in collisional cooling of the protein 
with the bath gas resulting in a loss of the protein ion excess internal energy.  A consequence 
of the decrease in ion internal energy is refolding of the gas-phase protein.  Pulsed 
IR-delay-ECD experiments have shown that gas-phase refolding occurs on the millisecond 
timescale [7, 12, 21].  An extensive study with various IR activation and delay times would 
provide kinetic information on the gas-phase unfolding and refolding of proteins.  Also, 
analysis of the product ion distribution for the folded and refolded structures could reveal 
structural differences that occur upon gas-phase annealing. 
6.4.2 Prediction of electron capture sites 
 In Chapter 4, the sites of electron capture were predicted based on the clusters of 
product ions near charge sites.  It was previously shown that the protein backbone is 
preferentially cleaved N-terminal to the electron capture site [7].  The ECD+IR results 
showed clusters of ions on either side of the predicted electron capture site.  Also, not every 
product ion could be explained by electron capture at a nearby charge site indicating that 
through-space radical migration may have occurred.  To confirm electron capture locations, it 
would be best to initially study small peptides, for example tryptic peptides, prior to full 
protein analysis.  Using smaller peptides with fewer charge states would make it easier to 
evaluate electron capture.  A previous study revealed that electron capture preferentially 
occurred at the N-terminus of tryptic peptides [22].  The observation of the preferential 
electron capture site led to the conclusion that electron capture is more likely to occur at 
charged sites with the lowest proton affinity.  The results from ECD+IR showed that electron 
capture occurs at all charge sites with no indication of preference for a single charge site over 
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others.  A systematic study of peptides with increasing charge would confirm or deny the 
concept of preferential electron capture. 
6.5 Investigation of the z•-ion 
 The radical reactivity of the z•-ion was probed by reaction with molecular oxygen.  It 
was found that the radical ion reactivity varied with the electron capture technique used 
(ECD > AI-ECD > HECD).  It was determined that product ion internal energy was the 
strongest influence on radical reactivity.  The inverse correlation between product ion 
internal energy and radical reactivity led to the hypothesis of radical migration due to excess 
product ion internal energy.  The radical is hypothesized to migrate to a more stable location 
along the peptide backbone which decreases the reactivity for oxygen adduct formation. 
6.5.1 ETD+O2 
 In this study, the z•-ions formed during ECD, AI-ECD, and HECD were analyzed.  
The analysis of z•-ions formed during ETD would increase the understanding of the 
energetics of electron capture techniques.  The internal energy of ions after electron transfer 
is predicted to be lower than that for electron capture because of the electron affinity of the 
anion donor [2, 3, 23].  Also, z•-ions formed during ETD have been shown to be very 
reactive with molecular oxygen [24].  Based on the relative decrease in ion internal energy 
and previous analysis of ETD+O2, it is expected that the z•-ions formed during ETD would 
have high O2 reactivity. 
6.5.2 Model peptides for radical stabilization 
 It has been shown that the radical reactivity decreases with increased product ion 
internal energy, and it is hypothesized that radical migration to a more stable location causes 
the decrease in reactivity.  However, the position of the stabilized radical is still unknown.  It 
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has been shown that the alpha-carbons along the peptide backbone are equivalent in terms of 
radical stability [25].  Radical stabilization can also come from conjugation with an aromatic 
group [26].  The z122+• ion from the peptide neurotensin (pELYENKPRRPYIL) was used in 
this study.  As can be inferred from the sequence, there is a tyrosine located two residues 
away from the site of radical formation.  It is hypothesized that radical stability is achieved 
via stabilization with the aromatic side-chain of tyrosine (Y).  To test this hypothesis, the 
peptides AAR, YAR, and AYR were synthesized but have not been studied.  Comparison of 
the O2 reactivity of the z2+• ions would reveal if the radical is stabilized by migration to the 
beta position of the aromatic side-chain.   
6.5.3 Theoretical evidence for radical migration and stabilization 
 The addition of structural calculations of radical cations would bolster the hypothesis 
of radical migration and stabilization.  We currently have a collaboration with Dr. Takeuchi 
at Nara Women’s University to carry out these calculations.  It is predicted that the radical 
from backbone cleavage is stabilized by conjugation with the carbonyl double bond.  
Calculations have shown that radical stability is enhanced by positioning between an electron 
donating and electron withdrawing group [26].  Based on stabilization of the radical by both 
an electron donating and electron withdrawing group, radical migration away from the 
N-terminal alpha-carbon is expected.  
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